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ABSTRACT 

To design and determine with accuracy controllers for dynamical systems has always 
been a challenge for engineering. In order to extend the application of controlled plants in 
real system many techniques have been developed, most of them with the objective of 
generalizing methods and permit controller design in an easier and assertive way. 
Therefore, since the first studies about the theory and practice on designing of PID 
controllers, a new control area based on data aims to get a controller whose system 
behaves as close as possible to a pre-defined reference. To this end, a single set of input 
and output data is collected from the plant in order to finally identify the dynamics of such 
closed-loop system. Data-based control techniques have two main strands. The first, an 
iterative technique known as Iterative Feedback Tuning (IFT) and the second one, a non-
iterative model called Virtual Reference Feedback Tuning (VRFT) which aims to relate a 
virtual reference to a feedback system whose controller would be determined. The VRFT 
technique has the main advantage and characteristic of turning the task of the controller 
determination into a problem of system identification with a set of input and output data 
plus a virtual reference. To this end, it is common to find in literature studies that assume a 
fixed and pre-determined controller structures on VRFT, mainly related with the PID 
control structure. Still, the solution may fail to present a good performance because not 
always the chosen structure contains the ideal one whose identification brings the error 
with regards to the desired performance close to zero. Beyond several model structures 
used by systems identification methods, the orthonormal basis functions (OBF) models 
have been receiving much attention in the literature since the past decade. In the VRFT 
context, it has the great advantage of being able to generalize the controller structure and 
improve accuracy and applicability of the method. This is the main contribution of this 
work, which applies and analyses OBF-models to design controllers using the VRFT 
technique. The VRFT approach is better explained and its methodology, advantages and 
limitations are compared between similar procedures. In addition, it presents a potential 
alternative to enhance the VRFT technique and its results by using a generalized class of 
modeling structures described using orthonormal basis functions The theory is applied on 
linear and nonlinear dynamical systems including a CSTR reactor in presence (or not) of 
noise measurements. After all, the presented modeling technique delivered notable results 
on both identification and closed loop evaluations. Consequently, the problem of 
determining a feasible VRFT controller for expected closed-loop system behavior is 
solved, making wider the applicability of solving complex problems of real dynamical 
systems by the VRFT technique. 
 
Key-words: Orthonormal Basis Functions. Closed-loop Identification. Virtual Reference 
Feedback Tuning. Data-Base Controller Tuning. 



 

 

RESUMO 

Projetar e determinar com exatidão controladores para sistemas dinâmicos sempre foi um 
desafio para a engenharia e no intuito de ampliar a aplicação de plantas controladas em 
sistema reais, muitas técnicas foram desenvolvidas para generalizar o método de projetar 
controladores e tornar essa tarefa mais fácil e assertiva. Dessa maneira, desde os 
primeiros estudos a respeito da teoria e prática de projeto de controladores PID, muitas 
outras ferramentas surgiram, dentre elas a área de controle baseado em dados, que tem 
por objetivo conseguir um controlador cujo sistema se comporte próximo a uma 
referência. Para tanto, utiliza-se um único dado de experimento com entradas e saídas 
coletados da planta a fim de determinar a dinâmica do sistema em malha fechada. A 
técnica de controle baseada em dados possui duas principais vertentes. A primeira é um 
processo iterativo bem representado pela técnica do Iterative Feedback Tuning (IFT). A 
segunda, conhecida como VRFT, ou Virtual Reference Feedback Tuning, é uma técnica 
não iterativa que tem por objetivo relacionar uma referência virtual a um sistema 
realimentado cujo controlador deseja-se determinar. Tal técnica tem a principal vantagem 
e característica de transformar o problema de determinação do controlador em um 
problema de identificação de sistemas com dados de entrada e saída virtuais calculados 
utilizando dados de uma planta de referência. Para tanto, é comum encontrar na literatura 
trabalhos que utilizar uma estrutura fixa e pré-determinada do controlador, normalmente 
estruturas PID. Porém, a aproximação de tal controlador apresenta falhas de identificação 
e de desempenho do sistema realimentado, pois nem sempre a estrutura escolhida 
contém a estrutura ideal, aquela cuja identificação aproxima o erro a zero ou muito 
próximo disso. Dentre diversos métodos de identificação de sistemas, as séries de base 
de função ortonormal (OBF) possuem a grande vantagem de poder generalizar tal 
estrutura de controlador e depender unicamente da quantidade de funções escolhidas 
para representar o sistema e de um polo ou um par de polos conjugado. Por fim, este 
trabalho apresenta a aplicação do método de base de funções ortonormais na 
identificação do controlador cujos dados são obtidos através da técnica de referência 
virtual (VRFT). A teoria foi aplicada em sistemas dinâmicos lineares e não lineares 
incluindo um reator químico do tipo CSTR em presença (ou não) de ruído de medição. A 
técnica foi testada em ambos os sistemas e sobre diversos níveis de ruído, apresentou 
resultados notáveis na etapa de identificação de sistemas e consequentemente produziu 
uma solução para o problema de determinar com precisão e facilidade o controlador para 
um sistema em malha fechada. A escolha da classe de controladores é então 
generalizada, o que permite ao sistema e à técnica do VRFT, grande aplicabilidade na 
solução de problemas complexos de sistemas dinâmicos reais.  
 
 
Palavras-chave: Bases de Funções Ortonormais. Identificação em malha fechada. 
Referencia Virtual. Controle Baseado em dados. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

This thesis is based on the context and challenges of controller tuning techniques 

based on virtual reference. It specially works with a non-iterative data-based tuning 

technique called Virtual Reference Feedback Tuning, also named VRFT. In the following 

sub-sections, this study intends to introduce the VRFT approach by better explaining its 

methodology, advantages and limitations between similar procedures. Finally, it presents 

a potential alternative to enhance the VRFT technique and its results by using a 

generalized class of modeling structures described using orthonormal basis functions.  

1.1 Introduction 

The development of mathematical models to understand, predict and control the 

environment has always been a challenge. To this end, the scientific community develops 

and uses several mathematical models to simulate real situations on a computer. These 

mathematical models can be obtained from the laws of physics, but the cost of this type of 

evaluation is very high since it involves time and difficulty of obtaining a correct model and 

therefore valid results.  

Since the first publications and studies of (ZIEGLER; NICHOLS,  !"#) about 

pioneering work on industrial PID controller design, there is an increasing need for 

methods to determine controllers for many practical applications. As the accuracy when 

computing the controller parameters usually affects the overall response of the designed 

system, its closed-loop performance is highly dependent on the choice of an appropriate 

controller model and on several tuning parameters. The controller synthesis is usually 

based on a model of the system under control. Due to the complexity of the processes 

being highly increasing, the traditional process of modeling using physical laws becomes 

unfeasible for many practical situations. 

At the other end of possible modeling strategies for the feedback control, from the 

past twenty years several methods have been developed to identify the transfer function of 

systems based on information retrieved from experimental data. Usually less expensive 

and time-consuming than mathematical models designed using first principles of physical 

laws, such system identification approaches are commonly considered for process 

modeling for controller synthesis and/or indirect and direct adaptive control methods 
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(ASTROM; HAGGLUND,  !!*).  Being fundamentally dependent on experimental data, 

those techniques disadvantages rely on very successful system identification procedures 

which can, however, be translated in some cases into underestimation of noise from the 

experimental data, poorly designed models and biased model during the online closed-

loop system operation, such as in the adaptive controller choice. 

Similarly from data-driven methods and standard online adaptive control, a latest 

approach called data-based tuning technique is also based on a batch of data collected 

from the plant. Despite the parallels between these two approaches, the main advantage 

of data-based technique over online adaptive control is that the controller design is 

performed offline and the final controller can be tested regarding closed-loop behaviour 

before placed in the real system (CAMPI; SAVARESI, #001). 

Since the earliest work of (GUARDABASSI; SAVARESI,  !!3), data-based 

techniques represent a new horizon of development that has emerged in the past decade. 

In addition to the advantages already mentioned, the present technique distinguishes itself 

from others by not requiring constant interventions on plant to collect experimental data 

and its wide applicability, since there is no need of prior knowledge of process behavior 

and its transfer function but only a set of input and output data obtained from field 

experiments, a control class structure and a cost function (CAMPI et al., #00#; NEUHAUS, 

#0 #). 

In recent literature, two mainly approaches of data-based tuning methods can be 

found, the IFT (Iterative Feedback Tuning) and the VRFT (Virtual Reference Feedback 

Tuning). Called as direct methods by means of direct convergence to the controller 

selection, they differ by having or not an iterative process, which means using many 

experiments from the plant in an iterative methodology to find an optimal result. Well 

represented by the IFT (Iterative Feedback Tuning), the iterative process first proposed by 

(HJALMARSSON et al.,  !!") and based on an iterative gradient-descent approach, is 

considered to have high approximation accuracy due to re-tune of the controller at each 

iteration (CAMPI et al., #00#; CAMPESTRINI, #0 0). In opposition, many experiments are 

needed to achieve a finest controller, which minimizes the benefits of low interventions on 

process for measurements when comparing to a non-iterative technique, for instance the 

VRFT (Virtual Reference Feedback Tuning) first described by (CAMPI et al., #00#).  

Likewise, by obtaining only one I/O (input/output) data from the system, the 

performance criteria and evaluation steps are substantially different on the VRFT controller 
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tuning approach. In such technique, both pre-defined I/O data and a class of structures are 

used to identify the parameters of the controller, whose estimation process, through 

minimization of a quadratic cost function, has remarkable convergence to the global 

minimum. In addition, considering the conditions of the unknown plant, the VRFT accuracy 

is highly depend on the information content on the set of I/O data, especially under noisy 

measurements and a suboptimal choice of the controller class, which is not necessarily 

restricted to PID controllers (CAMPI et al., #00#; CAMPI; SAVARESI, #001). 

Given a condition that the ideal controller is the one whose closed-loop system 

behaves as a given reference transfer function, if the controlled and reference systems are 

fed by the same input signal, both outputs must be the identical. In order to achieve such 

condition, the traditional reference tuning technique tries to impose a suitable choice of a 

reference input and then a controller structure such that the fundamental condition is 

satisfied. However, when it comes about real situations, such wise selection of the 

reference signal is not an easy task and that is why (CAMPI et al., #00#) presented a step 

by step methodology to address the problem of finding a proper reference signal in VRFT 

technique given a class of controller. To do so, it creates a new variable called tracking 

error, obtained equating the real output from a set of I/O data and the response of the 

reference transfer function to the same signal. This idea reduces the controller-tuning task 

into an identification problem where, given a controller class, if the input is the tracking 

error, the output must be given by the initial input from the I/O data. 

Besides the benefits of such new approach, a problem remains on the 

identification step of the VRFT procedure. Generally speaking, when working with 

prediction error methods for model identification (LJUNG,  !!!; AGUIRRE, #003), one of 

the challenging tasks is to determine the most appropriated model structure. In the context 

of VRFT procedure, such issue is equivalent to determine the most appropriated structure 

for the controller, which may not be a PID structure or its derivations. To minimize error on 

conditioning when the class of controller chosen does not contain the ideal one, the same 

paper (CAMPI et al., #00#) proposes a suitable pre-filter so that the identified controller is 

nearly optimal for cost reduction. The application of such pre-filter also requires a better 

knowledge of the plant and its dynamics, which compromises the benefits of the virtual 

reference and its applicability in real and unknown plants. 

Following the methodology of the tracking error first presented by (CAMPI et al., 

#00#), many studies addressed different ways to minimize the effect of bad conditioning of 
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the controller class by avoiding the use of such pre-filter also presented by the author but 

sustaining the use of a PID control structure due to its simplicity and large applicability in 

real systems. One example of this approach is the paper presented by (YANG et al., #0 #) 

which uses an adaptive VRFT technique by increasing the reference model order and 

upgrading its parameters at each sampling instant. More recently, (RODRIGUES et al., 

#0 ") presented an algorithm to identify the best reference model structure (given some 

control performance criteria) in order to optimize a PID or PI controller response.  

When it comes about nonlinear systems, (CAMPI; SAVARESI, #001) generalized 

the VRFT technique for both linear and nonlinear systems and two years later, (KANSHA 

et al., #006) applied an adaptive control structure to enhance PID parameters via VRFT 

design at each sampling instant. After that, (CUNHA; BAZANELLA, #0 #; FORMENTIN et 

al., #0 8) introduced an alternative to enhance VRFT controller parameterization by 

improving nonlinear compensation and the second one manipulates the input signal such 

that the control cost is reduced. 

As from now, many papers addressed efforts to improve the VRFT performance 

on linear and nonlinear systems by manipulating input signals, compensating static 

nonlinearities or enhanced VRFT design by introducing an adaptive methodology (YANG 

et al., #0 #). Therefore, understanding and controlling more and more complex system 

behaviours are the key objectives on development of new controller tuning techniques and 

system identification models. In this context, not only the development of the VRFT 

technique is important but the model structure used to identify the controller must be 

enriched. In such way, although very practical from the implementation point of view, PID 

structures can be a real limitation on the VRFT procedure and that system identification 

theory, numerous good mathematical models for representing dynamic systems were 

developed. 

Beyond various model structures available in the literature, the Orthonormal Basis 

Functions (OBF), has been widely applied in system identification problems and can be a 

solution to widespread the application of the VRFT technique by using a single controller 

class structure. 
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1.2 Orthonormal Basis Functions and System Identification 

Since the first publications of (WIENER,  !*6) it has been an increasing interest in 

the application of orthonormal basis functions (OBF) for dynamic system modeling, mostly 

using Laguerre and Kautz constructions and its generalizations (GOBF) as proposed by 

(HEUBERGER et al.,  !!*; NINNESS; GUSTAFSSON,  !!3). The main applications are 

in system identification and adaptive signal processing, where the parameterization of 

models in terms of finite expansion coefficients is attractive due the linear-in-parameters 

model structure (HEUBERGER et al., #00*). 

When it comes about the OBF functions of Laguerre and Kautz and its 

generalizations, all share the advantages of not having output regression Equations, 

differently than ARX and ARMAX models and its nonlinear developments. In addition, 

there is no need on pre-defining past relevant terms of the system or especially dealing 

with time delays and unmodelled dynamics. The accuracy and capability of both models 

can be increased by simply improving number of functions and the representation of a 

stable system is always stable (CAMPELLO et al., #003; OLIVEIRA et al., #0 #). 

Laguerre and Kautz functions are preferred when modeling system with first and 

second order dominant dynamics while Generalized Orthonormal Basis Functions 

(GOBF) constructions are normally applied when identifying more complex dominant 

dynamics. Given the same set of orthonormal functions presented by (NINNESS; 

GUSTAFSSON,  !!3; HEUBERGER et al., #00*), the Laguerre basis is obtained by 

considering the pole as a real and unique value. On the other hand, on Kautz functions, 

another important realization of that unifying construction, the poles are equal conjugated 

pairs. Due their simplicity and large range of applicability, Laguerre and Kautz functions 

are the main scope of this study.  

As in any system identification procedures using series of functions, the finite 

number of Equations causes an error of prediction and, in the case of OBF, optimizing the 

choice of the pole in Laguerre and Kautz basis is a good option to improve the accuracy of 

the method using a small quantity of terms. Many papers addressed efforts to improve the 

selection of Kautz and Laguerre poles, among them (ROSA et al., #00!; REGINATO, 

#003), and references there in. 

Furthermore, when it comes about nonlinear systems (NELLES, #00 ), a solution 

using Volterra and Orthonormal Basis series can be used to identify models for nonlinear 
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plants. Widely used in such situations, the Volterra series expansions has the main feature 

the fact of being able to approximate with accuracy any fading memory nonlinear system.  

Additionally, the Volterra series are linear with respect to parameters called the kernel 

coefficients and it is known as a nonlinear extension of FIR model sharing the 

characteristic of having great stability but large number of parameters.  

In this context, an approach to reduce the number of terms in Volterra series 

considers expanding Volterra kernels onto orthonormal basis functions, which can be 

developed using a single real-valued parameter or a pair of complex conjugated poles. 

Known as Laguerre-Volterra and Kautz-Volterra models these nonlinear series of 

functions will be detailed and described in the following Chapters of this work. 

1.3 Objectives 

After settling the main parameters and properties of both VRFT technique and 

OBF models, this study intends to develop and implement a methodology using 

orthonormal basis functions capable of generalizing the class of controllers on the VRFT 

technique. 

1.3.1 Specific Objectives 

In other words, the work done in this thesis attempts to enhance the controller 

parametrization given a technique called Virtual Reference Feedback Tuning (VRFT). The 

identification of the controller is performed using a series of Orthonormal Basis Functions 

(OBF), a well-known model capable of generalizing a class of control structures and 

increase the potentiality of the Virtual Tuning procedure. The specific conditions of this 

research are: 

• To analyze and develop new results regarding the OBF-Controller synthesis for 

linear system by using VRFT technique; 

• To analyze and develop new results regarding the Volterra-OBF-Controller 

synthesis for nonlinear system by using VRFT technique; 

• To test procedures for selecting the OBF model dynamics. 
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1.4 Overview 

This thesis is organized as represented by Figure  - . Chapters 8 and " are not 

strictly related or connected even though altogether they pursue the general and specific 

objectives proposed in Section  .8 and  .". Readers can find specific information about 

VRFT-OBF application on linear and nonlinear systems, its developments and simulations 

in each corresponded Chapter. 

 

 

FIGURE 1-1.    THESIS STRUCTURE BASED ON MANUSCRIPT. 
  

Following Figure  - , this Chapter is an introduction into the problem as well some 

brief description of the concepts used. In the sequence, Chapter # reviews some 

background concepts related with OBF models while Chapters 8 and " intend to 

complement the application of Orthonormal Functions in the Virtual Tuning procedure for 

linear and nonlinear approaches, respectively. Lastly, the *th Chapter concludes and 

provide proposals for future works. 

 

Chapter 2 – Orthonormal Basis Functions in the System Identification Context:  

This Chapter consists of a summary of the System Identification theory on Orthonormal 

Basis Functions context.  It describes the functions and mathematical developments of 

Kautz and Laguerre orthonormal filters and details the application of such filters on linear 

and nonlinear systems.  

Chapter 3 – New Control Structure with Virtual Reference Using Orthonormal 

Basis Functions on Linear Systems: This Chapter introduces a paper that evaluates 

and describes the linear application of Laguerre and Kautz Orthonormal Basis 
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Functions in VRFT technique. In this Chapter the resulting model consists of a set of 

orthonormal filters that generalizes the class of control structures and provide great 

accuracy and outstanding approximation results to the reference model even when the 

plant dynamic is not known.  

 

Chapter 4 – The Virtual Reference Feedback Tuning Using Volterra-Orthonormal 

Basis Functions for Nonlinear Systems: This Chapter introduces a paper that 

evaluates and describes the nonlinear application of Volterra-Laguerre and Volterra-

Kautz in VRFT technique. Two systems are evaluated including a CSTR chemical 

reactor. 

 
Chapter 5 – Conclusions and Future Work: Finally Chapter 5 is a brief conclusion of 

the results and suggestions for future works. 
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2 ORTHONORMAL BASIS FUNCTIONS IN THE SYSTEM IDENTIFICATION 

CONTEXT 

As already discussed in Chapter  , this study intends to generalize the class of 

control structures chosen a priori and used in the VRFT technique in the identification step.  

Among many ways to generalize such class of structures and provide better tuning of the 

controller in the VRFT technique, this work presents a solution using the series of 

orthonormal basis function. Therefore, this Section intends to explain the benefits of this 

approach as well give to the reader a better knowledge about the model and its properties. 

2.1  Concepts on System Identification using Orthonormal Basis Functions 

When it comes about control systems field, models are widely used to predict, 

simulate and design new process and evaluate performance of existing ones. Advanced 

techniques for tuning, optimization and supervision of controllers are usually based on 

estimated models for the plant or process. That is why the accuracy when estimating a 

model usually affects the overall response of the designed system and so its closed-loop 

performance is highly dependent on the choice of an appropriate prediction model and on 

several tuning parameters. Therefore, during the design stage, increasingly advanced 

innovative modeling and identification techniques becomes a need when solving new 

challenging problems.  

The theory of linear and nonlinear system identification has been developed since 

the theoretical foundation for system identification done by (LJUNG,  !!!; EYKHOFF, 

#00 ; BILLINGS,  !60). In order to provide better approximation, many linear and 

nonlinear model structures are commonly used in control problems, when it comes about 

linear input-output model structures, most of them can be derived from one general 

structure given by Equation (#- ). The general linear structure consist of plant input % and 

a noise component ', filtered by a corresponding linear filter in which the system output ( 

is represented in term of past input/output (I/O) values (LJUNG,  !63; SJÖBERG; LJUNG, 

 !!*; TUFA et al., #0 0). 

((#) = 8(;)<(;)7(;) %(#) + ,(;)9(;)7(;) '(#). (#- ) 

From (#- ), 7(;), 8(;), ,(;), 9(;) and <(;) are polynomials in the shift operator ;. 
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The selection of the appropriate model structure for a specific problem depends 

on the number of parameters required to describe a system with acceptable degree of 

accuracy and the computational cost when estimating parameters. Due to simplicity in 

estimating model parameters using least squares algorithm, the Auto-Regressive with 

Exogenous Inputs - ARX - and the Finite Impulse Response - FIR - models (LJUNG,  !63; 

HOOG, DE, #00 ), described by Equation (#-#) and (#-8) respectively which are two 

special cases of model from Equation (#- ), are the most widely linear models used. 

((#) = 8(;)7(;) %(#) + >7(;) '(#); (#-#) 

((#) = 8(;)%(#) + '(#). (#-8) 

Although several advantages, such as allowing parsimonious representations for 

unstable systems (NELLES, #00 ; OLIVEIRA et al., #0  ), the ARX model structure may 

leads to inconsistent parameters for most open-loop identification problems. In addition, 

the auto-regressive aspect generally increases the sensitivity regarding the choice of the 

model order and the common denominator 7 on ARX (and ARMAX - Auto Regressive 

Moving Average with Exogenous Input - see Equation #-"), construction creates 

dependence between the input and noise ratio, which usually does not exist in reality. Both 

characteristics generate a recursion of errors that can damage the quality of the prediction, 

especially for long-range prediction horizons (TUFA et al., #0 0; OLIVEIRA et al., #0  ). 

((#) = 8(;)7(;) %(#) + ,(;)7(;) '(#); (#-") 

In order to provide a potential alternative for the previously mentioned drawbacks, 

one approach that worth studying with particular interest consist of models without output 

feedback (NELLES, #00 ). In this scenario, FIR models could be a suitable choice, 

however, when the true dynamic of the system have a slow mode, the model order using 

FIR needs very large number of parameters to capture the dynamic of a system with 

acceptable accuracy (NINNESS; GUSTAFSSON,  !!3).  

To overcome such difficulties, a choice is model structures linear-in-parameters 

such as the Orthonormal Basis Filter models which have several characteristics that make 

them very promising for control relevant system identification compared to most classical 

models (CAMPELLO et al., #003; TUFA et al., #0 0; OLIVEIRA et al., #0 #): 
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• There is no auto-regressive effect and  feedback errors, damaging the quality of 

long range prediction (OLIVEIRA et al., #0  ); 

• It is not necessary to know the I/O regressors of the system model, whose 

procedures of determination is not trivial, particularly on the nonlinear case;  

• Functions parameters can be easily calculated using linear squares algorithm due 

linear in parameter construction, even on nonlinear modeling; 

• Consistency in parameters for most practical open-loop identification problems; 

• Effectiveness on both open and closed-loop identifications; 

• Effectiveness on modeling systems with uncertain time delays; 

• Natural decoupling of multiple outputs in multivariate models and a set of 

statistical properties favorable to numerical estimation of linear models in the 

parameters via least-squares algorithm; 

• Every linear and nonlinear stable system described by OBF and NOBF is also 

stable. 

In addition, recent results by (TUFA et al., #0 0) prove that OBF based structures 

can present superior performance for closed-loop and multi-step ahead prediction 

compared to autoregressive models on linear and nonlinear system identification 

problems. Finally, without output feedback and known for significantly reduce the number 

of terms compared to FIR models, the Laguerre and Kautz basis functions (WAHLBERG, 

 !! ,  !!"; NINNESS et al.,  !!!) are the most commonly used basis functions in the 

approximation of signals and systems. In the following Sections, the developments of such 

functions are detailed for both linear and nonlinear systems. 

2.2 Development of OBF models for linear systems 

The knowledge behind the OBF representation in dynamic systems is the 

expansion of the impulse response in term of orthonormal filters (CAMPELLO et al., 

#003). So, from the classical model of impulse response, consider a SISO (single input, 

single output), causal system with finite memory, described by its transfer function @  

(HEUBERGER et al.,#00*; AGUIRRE, #003): 

((#) = @(;)%(#). (#-*) 
or its convolution sum: 
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((#) = A 2(3)%(# − 3),
C

*DE
 (#-1) 

where % and ( are the input and output of a discrete time signal, respectively and 2 is the 

impulse response of the system, 2: � → �, # is the discrete time. 

If the impulse response of the system has finite energy, i.e., if: 

A 2H(#) < ∞,
C

KD>
 (#-3) 

so 2 can be approximately represented by a finite-length 5, 5 > E number of  orthonormal 

functions in the form: 

2(#) = A )*�*(#)
M

*D>
. (#-6) 

where �*(#), 3 = >,H, . . , 5 are the orthonormal function of the basis, 5 is the number of 

parameters and )* , … , )M are scalar weights given by (OLIVEIRA et al., #0  ): 

)* = A 2(#)�*(#)
C

KDE
. (#-!) 

As in any series of functions, due the truncation of the series in 5 terms, there is 

an error mismatch, which can be made as small as desired just augmenting 5, and can be 

expressed as: 

A O2(#) − A )*ɸ*(Q)M

*D>
R

H
< S

C

KDE
. (#- 0) 

Being ɸ(#) = TU�[5]X. 
After all, the relationship between the input signal and output is given by the 

expansion of 2 using 5 orthonormal functions is: 

(6(#) = A )*
M

*D>
A �*(Y)%(# − Y).

K

0DE
 (#-  ) 

or else: 

(6(#) = A )*.*(#)M

*D>
. (#- #) 

being .* the convolution of input % with the 3-est orthonormal function φ at # instant. 

Applying the Z transform on Equation (#- #): 
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[\(Q) = A )*ɸ*(Q)M

*D>
](Q). (#- 8) 

In fact, OBF can be thought as a generalization of the finite length Fourier series 

expansion where two filters �> and �H are said to be orthonormal if they satisfy the 

properties: 

〈�>(;), �H(;)〉 = E; 
‖�>(;)‖ = ‖�H(;)‖ = >. (#- ") 

Furthermore, being recursive functions (where the 3-th function can be written 

from the (3 − >)-th), orthonormal basis functions can also being described by space-state 

representation (OLIVEIRA,  !!3) which means that every parameter of the basis can be 

easily estimated using linear estimation algorithms such as least squares (LJUNG,  !63; 

AGUIRRE, #003). An all-purpose representation of OBF is given by Equation (#- *): 

.(# + >) = 7.(#) + a%(#), (6′(#) = ℋb.(#)c. (#- *) 

where .(#) = [.>(#) … .M(#)]d is given by the outputs of the orthonormal filters where 

.*(#) = ∑ �*(f)%(# − f)CgDE  and ℋ is an static mapping given by a linear or nonlinear 

combination of the states, depending on the system being described. Both 7 and a 

depend only on the orthonormal series of functions chosen. 

In this context, over the last decade several orthonormal basis filters (see 

Equations #-   and #- #) were developed and can be used to build the system dynamics in 

a format of rational functions. The selection of the appropriate type of filter depends on the 

dynamical behaviour of the system to be modelled. 

So, be {ɸ*(Q), 3 = >,H, … , 5} the Takenaka Malmquist basis functions given by 

(NINNESS; GUSTAFSSON,  !!3) on Equation (#- 1): 

ɸ*(Q) = Oh> − |j*|H> − j*Qk> R l Qk> − jKmmm> − jKQk>
*k>
KD>

,   3 = >,H, … (#- 1) 

where {j*, jn mmm ∈ ℂ} are the poles or modes of the model and the correspondent realizations 

of �*(#), 3 = >,H, … , 5.  in the time domain # ∈ ℕ are given by the inverse q transform of 

Equation (#- 1) and satisfy the orthonormality property from Equation (#- "). 

Furthermore {ɸ*} is called complete on .H[E, ∞) space only if ∑ (> − |j*|)C*D> < ∞ 

(HEUBERGER et al., #00*), in this case any finite response such as described in 

Equation (#-1) can be described with pre-determined accuracy using a finite number of 
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OBF functions. From the same Equation, the pole j is chosen from a priori knowledge of 

the system dynamics or by methods developed for optimal selection of the base 

parameters. Many papers addressed the problem of finding the best pole and then 

enhance the OBF identification result. For further explanations and examples, find 

(OLIVEIRA E SILVA,  !!*; OLIVEIRA SILVA,  !!*; REGINATO; OLIVEIRA, #003; ROSA 

et al., #00!).  

The realization of Equation (#- 1) can assume different approaches depending on 

the nature of the pole j and they are designed to obtain optimum result depending on the 

nature and dominant order of the system. For instance, it is called Laguerre functions if j 

is a real unique value and suitable for first order systems. In other hand, being j a pair of 

conjugate poles is scope of (WAHLBERG,  !!") when using Kautz filters and its results 

shows notable performance on solving second order systems. 

2.2.1 Laguerre Filters 

From Equation (#- 1) if j* = jnr = j, where j ∈ {ℜ: |j| < >}, the orthonormal series 

of functions are the well-known Laguerre basis, a first-order OBF with one real pole j 

(WAHLBERG,  !! ). Additionally, diagrams for better understanding can be found on 

(WANG; CLUETT, #000). From Equation (#- 1), the Laguerre filters are given by: 

ɸ*(#) = h> − jH (> − jQ)*k>
(Q − j)* , |j| < >. (#- 3) 

where j is the estimated basis functions pole. 

Considering j = E, the model from Equation (#- 8): 

(6(#) = A )*
M

*D>
%(# − Y). (#- 6) 

which is given by the FIR model from impulse response (LJUNG,  !63). So, it can be said 

that FIR is a particular case of the Orthonormal Basis Functions (NINNESS,  !!6). 

2.2.2 Kautz Filters 

From Equation (#- 1) it is assumed j*s> = jnr  and j* = j, ∀3. By combining the two 

subsequent functions in order to avoid orthonormal functions with complex impulse 

response, Kautz functions are defined: 
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ɸH*k>(#) = h(> − uH)(u − aH)QH + u(a − >)Q − a v(u, a, Q, 3), 
ɸH*(#) = h(> − aH)(Q − u)QH + u(a − >)Q − a v(u, a, Q, 3). (#- !) 

where: 

v(u, a, Q, 3) = w−aQH + u(a − >)Q + uQH + u(a − >) − a x*k>,  (#-#0) 

being u and a real parameters related to the pole where u = −jj̅ and  

a = (j + j̅)/(> + jj̅). 

There are other basis functions that will not be used in the present study. As 

described by Equation (#- 1), one that worth mentioning for further reading is the 

Generalized Orthonormal Basis Filter, introduced by (HEUBERGER et al.,  !!*) and 

notable by being able of describing more complex structures than Kautz and Laguerre 

functions (NINNESS; GUSTAFSSON,  !!3). Additionally, diagrams for better 

understanding can be found on (WANG; CLUETT, #000). 

2.3 Development of OBF models for nonlinear systems 

The development of orthonormal basis functions for linear systems comes from 

the linear mapping called ℋ from Equation (#- *), which nothing more than a linear 

combination of the output of each function, which comes from the expansion of the 

impulse response of the system thought a series of orthonormal filters (CAMPELLO et al., 

#003). In this scenario, when it comes about nonlinear systems, the main objective on 

developing a nonlinear model using OBF is to change the linear mapping for a nonlinear 

one such that model is capable of describing a nonlinear dynamic. 

Hypothetically assuming a Wiener model, which is widely used to represent 

nonlinear systems, the nonlinear OBF (NOBF) becomes a linear dynamic model between 

the input % and orthonormal states .* , 3 = >,H, … (find Equation #- *) followed by a static 

mapping between the same states and the output  (6 (CAMPELLO, #00#; OLIVEIRA et al., 

#008, #0 #; CAMPELLO et al., #003). 

After all, the static mapping ℋ realizes an specific structure for the (N)OBF. All 

nonlinear realizations of this thesis becomes a linear-in-parameters unifying (N)OBF 

construction in the form: 
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 ℋb.(#)c = {(#)d�. (#-# ) 

being  � ∈ ℜ|×> a vector parameter to be estimated and { ∈ ℜ|×> a regression vector 

dependent only on the orthonormal states .(#) at time instant #. 

2.3.1  OBF-Volterra Models 

Beyond many nonlinear system identification techniques available (LJUNG,  !63; 

AGUIRRE, #003), the Volterra models have being successfully applied in identification of 

dynamic nonlinear systems due its linear-in-parameters structure. First introduced by 

(WIENER,  !*6; VOLTERRA,  !*!), Volterra series are one of the most nonlinear models 

applied in real systems since the first applications of (WIENER,  !*6) due its direct 

representation between input and output of the system, good results when analyzing 

random input signals,  representation of linear systems as a particularity of nonlinear 

systems and spread to nonlinear systems concepts and knowledge obtained from linear 

systems.   

From the generalization of the impulse response model first developed for linear 

systems (SCHETZEN,  !60; DOYLE et al,  !!*; BOYD et al,  !6*), the Volterra series 

can be described as given in Equation (#-##), ~ is the model order, %, ( and ℎ� are the 

input, output and a �-order kernel being S� the biggest term in which ℎ� is not null.  

((#) = A A … A ℎ�(��

K�DE
��

K>DE
�

�D>
#>, #H, … , #�) l %b# − #0c�

0D> . 
(#-##) 

Besides the fact of able to identify nonlinear systems, the Volterra series have 

some disadvantages. The most important one relies on choosing a feasible number of � 

functions to represent each kernel (ZHU; BRAZIL, #00*; ZHANG et al., #001; CAMPELLO 

et al., #003; ROSA et al., #0 0; BRAGA, #0  ). For highly nonlinear systems, the number 

of kernels to represent the system is too high, reducing the Volterra series applicability and 

accuracy (ZHU; BRAZIL, #00*; ZHANG et al., #001; CAMPELLO et al., #003; ROSA et 

al., #0 0; BRAGA, #0  ). With the purpose of improving Volterra model, it is possible to 

reduce the number of parameters needed by building a combined model using  

orthonormal basis functions (OBF) where each Volterra kernel is determined as an 

expansion of different OBF with the same or different number of functions (ROSA et al., 

#0 0; BRAGA, #0  ).  
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Therefore, from Equation (#-##), if ℎ�(#>, #H, … , #�) = E when #� > S� ∀3 ∈

{>, … , �}) then the kernels are absolutely summable on [E, ∞), which also leads to a 

stable model that can be developed through OBF (SCHETZEN,  !60; DOYLE et al,  !!*; 

BOYD et al,  !6*). Considering that every kernel has the same base functions, a �-

dimensional kernel is given by (SCHETZEN,  !60; DOYLE et al,  !!*; BOYD et al,  !6*): 

 ℎ�(#>, … , #�) = A … A )*>,…,*�
C

*�D>
l �*�b#0c�
0D>

C
*>D>

.  
(#-#8) 

where �* is the 3-th orthonormal function and )(.) are the OBF coefficients given by: 

)*>,…,*� = A … A ℎ�(C
K�DE

C
K>DE

#>, #H, … , #�) l �*�b#0c�
0D>

. 
(#-#") 

Therefore, the controller structure applied in the VRFT methodology is 

generalized using the Volterra-OBF model and its output is described as the weighted 

sum of the outputs from several orthonormal basis functions given by �* , 3 = >, … �. 

((#) = A A … A )*>,…,*�
C

*�D>
l .*�(#)�
0D>

C
*>D>

�
�D>

. (#-#*) 

where .* is the output of the 3-th orthonormal filter given by Equation (#- *). 

Usually in real and simulation cases it can be used a second order (~=#) 

Volterra-OBF model (BILLINGS,  !60) and only two dimensions orthonormal functions, 5> 
and 5H for kernels of first and second order, respectively (CAMPELLO et al., #003). Doing 

that, the Equation (#-#*) becomes: 

(6(#) = )E + A )*>.*>(#)M>

*>D>
+ A A )*>,*H.*>(#).*H(#).*>

*HD>
MH

*>D>
 

(#-#1) 
where )� is a zero order coefficient to fix any constant output value.  

From Equation (#-# ), being ℋ a nonlinear static mapping but still a linear-in-

parameters representation (CAMPELLO et al., #003; OLIVEIRA et al., #0 #), the Volterra-

OBF method becomes a problem of linear-in-parameters estimation. Therefore, as every 

second order coefficient )*,0 and )0,*   multiplies the same orthonormal function .*.0, it can be 

simplified by using the same coefficient )*,0 as presented in Equation (#-#1). After all, each 

)*,0 coefficient can be estimated using a least square algorithm by setting  {(#) and  � as 
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vector parameters if  � ∈ ℜ|×>, {(#) ∈ ℜ|×> and � = (5HH + 5H + H5> + >)/H (CAMPELLO 

et al., #003; OLIVEIRA et al., #0 #): 

� = �)E )> … )M>  )>,> )H,> … )MH,> )MH,H … )MH,MH�d
 

(#-#3) 
 
and  {(#) = [>  .>(#) …  .M>(#)   .>(#)H  .H(#).>(#)   .H(#)H                         …  .MH(#).>(#)  .MH(#).H(#) …  .MH(#)H]d 

(#-#6) 

Different orthonormal basis functions may be used in order to build the system 

dynamics in a format of rational function, Laguerre (WANG; CLUETT, #000; WANG, 

#00!; OLIVEIRA et al., #0  ), Kautz (WAHLBERG,  !!") or Takenaka Malmquist, GOBF 

basis functions (CAMPELLO et al., #003; OLIVEIRA et al., #0  ). 

It is important to mention that thought the use of orthonormal basis function to 

describe the Volterra kernels, an important characteristic from OBF was added to this 

nonlinear model which regards the additional information about the dynamic behaviour of 

the system carried by the OBF model, being for instance Laguerre, Kautz or even GOBF 

functions. Taken together, if the OBF dynamics matches or it is closed to the real system 

dynamics, the Volterra-OBF convergence is enhanced, which results in lesser parameters 

used to describe the system behaviour and more accuracy in the transfer function 

obtained. 

2.4 Final Remarks  

This Chapter consists of a summary of the System Identification theory on 

Orthonormal Basis Functions context. It described the functions and mathematical 

developments of Kautz and Laguerre orthonormal filters and detailed the application of 

such filters on linear and nonlinear systems. The purpose is to provide an understanding 

about the modeling structure being proposed and applied in the following Chapters. 
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3 NEW CONTROL STRUCTURE WITH VIRTUAL REFERENCE USING 

ORTHONORMAL BASIS FUNCTIONS ON LINEAR SYSTEMS 

The Virtual Reference Feedback Tuning (VRFT) design is a non-iterative method 

that intents to identify a controller from one set of data collected from plant. Although it is a 

good alternative for controller design, it minimizes parameters in a pre-defined structure of 

controller. It means that this class of controller must be assign precisely, otherwise the 

feedback system does not respond as a reference model. This Chapter generalizes this 

control structure by adapting the orthonormal basis functions (OBF) on the VRFT theory, 

with the purpose of improving applicability on linear systems. Two methods are proposed, 

called herein by direct and non-direct methods. Although the use of any rational 

orthonormal basis functions are possible in this Chapter it will be applied only Laguerre 

and Kautz functions. Simulation results are presented to illustrate the effectiveness 

compared between conventional VRFT and OBF-VRFT for linear plants. 

3.1 Introduction 

In order to achieve performance with stricter requirements and to control 

increasingly complex systems, since the !0’s many methods have been developed to 

design the controller without a prior knowledge of the process model, but only  

with input and output data collected from the plant. Therefore, data-based techniques to 

design controllers are mainly intended to use the amount of information collected to adjust 

the parameters of structures previously determined and then meet some performance 

criteria (GUARDABASSI; SAVARESI, #000; KARIMI et al., #00"; HUUSOM et al., #0  ). 

Among many design methods based on data controllers, the Virtual Reference 

Feedback Tuning or VRFT has the great advantage of working with only one set of data 

from the plant, which means a single intervention for experiments. Initially proposed by 

(GUARDABASSI; SAVARESI, #000), the method has been widely studied since then. 

Among many papers, find (CAMPI et al., #00#; CAMPESTRINI et al., #0  ; FABRICIO; 

BAZANELLA, #0 #). 

The VRFT technique determines the controller so that the closed-loop behavior is 

as close as possible to a reference model. Setting the desired closed-loop performance by 

a reference model is an advantage of VRFT against traditional techniques whose 
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specifications are usually chosen empirically or based on a limited and simplistic structure 

(CAMPESTRINI, #0 0). It is worth mentioning that, although this Chapter addresses the 

VRFT method for linear systems, it can also be applied on nonlinear systems – find 

Chapters " and  (GUARDABASSI; SAVARESI,  !!3; NIJMEIJER; SAVARESI,  !!6; 

HOOG, DE, #00 ; KANSHA et al., #006). 

After taking everything into account, it can be said that three initial data are 

needed in VRFT routine: A set of input and output from the plant (experiment), the desired 

closed-loop behavior of system (reference model) and a reasonable model structure for 

the controller.  

The definition of Model and Model Structure is given by (LJUNG,  !63): 

• Model is a relationship between observed quantities and it allows prediction of 

proprieties behaviors of the studied object; 

• Model Structure or Model Set is a set of models that can be parameterized by a 

finite-dimensional parameter set. 

So, in the pre-definition of a control structure during identification step of the VRFT 

technique it is necessary to define a model set ,∗ that contains a finite number of models 

, with parameter vectors � belonging to 9� in the form:  

,∗  =  {,(�)|� S 9�} (8- ) 

In the VRFT context, there is an ideal set of controller which is able to solve the 

control design problem. Nevertheless, there are cases in which the chosen set does not 

belong to the set of ideal controllers, mainly because the plant structure to be controlled is 

not known a priori. In such situations, even if , exists, the estimated parameters for the 

controller can converge, but the closed-loop response falls short of the specified 

(GUARDABASSI et al., #003).  

So, despite having the advantage of being able to be parameterized linearly 

(CAMPESTRINI et al., #0  ), the ultimate success of the VRFT technique is dependent on 

this class of models chosen to represent the controller whose parameters are selected 

using a system identification procedure (CAMPI et al., #00#). 

In order to address this problem, several works, such as (GUARDABASSI; 

SAVARESI, #000; LECCHINI et al., #00#; KANSHA et al., #006; CAMPESTRINI, #0 0; 

NEUHAUS, #0 #), applied efforts to find an optimized model class , during step of 

experiments in order to provide a suitable error of convergence of parameters �. 
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All these factors justifies the search for different modeling techniques, linear in 

parameter, which are able to improve the VRFT method. In this Chapter, it is analysed the 

orthonormal based functions (OBF) models for VRFT control design (HEUBERGER et al., 

 !!*). Compared to other advance techniques such as models constructed using well-

known auto-regressive with exogenous inputs – ARX – structure (LJUNG,  !63; 

SJÖBERG; LJUNG,  !!*), OBF models, as described in (CAMPELLO et al., #003) has 

some advantages: 

• Natural decoupling of multiple outputs in multivariate models and a set of 

statistical properties favorable to numerical estimation of linear models in the 

parameters via least-squares algorithm;  

• It is not necessary to know the past I/O terms from the system, whose procedures 

of determination is not trivial, particularly on the nonlinear case;  

• There is no auto-regressive effect, which generally increases the sensitivity 

regarding the model order and generates feedback errors, damaging the quality 

of long-range prediction (OLIVEIRA et al., #0  ). 

In other hand, it is worth mentioning the finite impulse response (FIR) model, in 

which the estimated output is represented only in terms of past samples of the input. The 

absence of output recurrence is a common feature between FIR and OBF series, but the 

number of terms in input regression vector, thus the model parameters, of the FIR model 

is larger especially when representing slow dynamics. In the OBF case, each orthonormal 

function composes a state vector that, thought linear combination of these states, can 

describe the model output. The parameters of such linear combination are the model 

parameters and their quantity is smaller than FIR for the same level of approximate 

modeling error. Some comparisons and applications of OBF series in control systems can 

be found in (WANG; CLUETT, #000; REGINATO; OLIVEIRA, #003; WANG, #00!).  

In this context, this Chapter contains a proposal to use models with structure 

formed by orthonormal basis functions on parameterization of controllers with VRFT-

based design for linear systems. It aims to decrease the sensitivity of the project VRFT 

front the prior selection of controller structure.  

Two different approaches to identify the OBF controller will be used. If the impulse 

response of the system is available, the OBF coefficients can be calculated analytically.  

So called non-direct as the controller is given by the inverse of an OBF structure, the initial 

data is given by the impulse response of the plant. This parametric approach, although 
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simpler and mathematically grounded, may not be effective in real problems. The reason 

is that the impulse response of the system, when available, may contain noise and/or 

unmodelled dynamics. A second approach is to consider each OBF coefficient as 

parameter to be estimated numerically using data from the I/O system, which can be 

performed in a simple way using linear estimation algorithms (e.g. least squares) (LJUNG, 

 !!!; AGUIRRE, #00"). So, the second method called direct intends to enhance the 

application of OBF functions on VRFT controller identification by developing a direct 

minimization of the control structure given a normal distributed with zero average signal as 

initial input data.  

This Chapter is structured as follows. The Section 8.#, describes the classical 

approach of the VRFT method for linear systems. In Section 8.8 and 8.", there are two 

different proposals for a controller with structure formed by OBF on VRFT technique using 

respectively a direct approach and a particular non-direct analytical solution. In Section 8.* 

both proposed strategies are presented and simulated in a case study and then, in Section 

8.1, the Chapter is concluded. 

3.2 The VRFT Technique 

The Virtual Reference Feedback Tuning is a non-iterative method that consists on 

finding parameters of the controller in order to get a feedback model that behaves like a 

reference model. As discussed before, the main focus of this Chapter is to address the 

VRFT design for linear systems.  

The main characteristic of the VRFT design is to turn the controller computation 

task into a system identification procedure for estimating , with parameters  �, so that the 

closed-loop system behaves as near as possible to the pre-specified model, -. Also called 

as a one shot or direct data-based method, the VRFT directly selects the controller without 

preliminary use of data to identify the model of the plant. The controller selection is only 

based on a given batch of data and a selected structure (CAMPI and SAVARESI, #001).  

Given the Figure 8- , suppose a closed-loop system where the transfer function of 

the plant, represented by + is not known and a reference model given by  - specifies the 

desired behavior for the closed-loop system. In the same Figure, % and ( are, respectively, 

the input and output data already known from a first experiment with noise input /. In 
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addition 4̅ is the virtual reference output, obtained through the inverse of the reference 

model  -k> and (.  

 

FIGURE 3-1.    UNITARY FEEDBACK CONTROL SYSTEM, BEING  - THE DESIRED DYNAMICS. 

 Assuming that one set of I/O signals q = {%(#), ((#)}KD>�  is collected from the 

process + in a time-domain experiment. Then, the controller I/O signals are given by q′ =
{'(#), %(#)}KD>� , where: 

'(#) = 4̅(#) − ((#) (8-#) 

and: 4̅(#) = -k>(;)((#), (8-8) 

where: 

-(;) = ,(;, �)+(;)> + ,(;, �)+(;). (8-") 

The VRFT technique sets , such as the closed-loop system output, when the 

reference signal is 4̅, is equal to measured ( from q. Note that 4̅ it is not a real reference 

signal but it is just calculated to generate the controller input signal.  

As q′ is known, the task of estimating the controller parameters � is reduced to a 

time-domain system identification problem. Based on the process output signal and the 

reference signal 4̅ the goal is to find the transfer function between ' and % and 

consequently the controller transfer function. After all, it can be said that the system is 

reduced to a problem of dynamic model identification in which, if the input is ' then the 

output is % (CAMPI et al., #00#; KANSHA et al., #006; FABRICIO; BAZANELLA, #0 #). As 

result, the identification of the controller reduces to minimize the objective function: 

   +      
 

+ 

/(#)  
   + 
 
   - 

((#) '(#) %(#) 4̅(#)  

-k� 

+ ,  
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 �35� 1(�) 
 1(�) =  >� A[%(#) − ,(;, �)'(#)]H�

KD>
 (8-*) 

After all, as in every systems identification problem, the new goal is to determine a 

proper structure of model ,∗ containing specific models , given from vectors of 

parameters � belonging to the set 9�, so that (LJUNG,  !63): 

,∗ = {,(�)|� S 9�} (8-1) 

Consequently, the controller class selection on is one of the principal challenges 

of the VRFT project. In several works such as (GUARDABASSI; SAVARESI, #000; 

KANSHA et al., #006; CAMPESTRINI, #0 0; NEUHAUS, #0 #) the structure of the 

controllers was determined previously in step of experiments and it was parameterized 

based on a pre-defined structure, as given by Equation (8-3): 

,(;, �) =  �d(;)�, (8-3) 

being �(;) = [�>(;) �H(;) ��(;) … �M(;) ]d a vector of linear discrete-time transfer 

functions and � = [�>, �H, … , �M]d the vector of parameters to be estimated. I.e. for a PI 

controller, the controller class , (;, �) is given by: 

�>(;) = ;; − > ; 
�H(;) = >; − >. 

 

Thus: 
 ,(;, �) = �>; + �H; − >  , 

(8-6) 

or, in the case of a PID: 

�>(;) = ;H
;(; − >) ; 

�H(;) = ;;(; − >) ; 
��(;) = >;(; − >). 

 

Thus: 

,(;, �) = �>;H + �H; + ��;(; − >) . 
(8-!) 

In such situations where the controller is assumed in advance and it cannot 

provide the ideal controller, due to some bad numeric conditioning can occur and/or the 

calculated controller may not meet the desired performance. 
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That is why, in order to minimize such drawbacks and turn the controller 

determination a more achievable task, this Chapter presents the VRFT-OBF method, 

where the controller class is described and generalized as a series of orthonormal 

functions. 

3.3 Control Structure for VRFT using Orthonormal Basis Functions: a direct 
approach 

In this Section, the controller synthesis based on VRFT technique for linear 

systems is derived. Therefore ,, + and - in Figure (8- ) are assumed linear systems, 

defined in terms of rational transfer functions on the shift operator ;. As shown in Section 

(8-#), an ideal controller ,, derived by the VRFT technique, is the one whose closed-loop 

system behaves as the reference model -, or the one that generates the plant input % 

when the controller input is ', where ' is given by Equation (8-#). 

Assuming + linear and the data set q = {'(#), %(#)}KD>�  known from Equations (8-

#) and (8-8), the controller synthesis is reduced to find � that minimizes the following 

objective function: 

�35� 1(�) 

1(�) = >� A[%(#) − ,(;)'(#)]H�
KD>

 
(8- 0) 

To assure steady-state zero error for step inputs, it is necessary ,(;, j, �) to have 

at least one pole equal one. Therefore, to assure the existence of such pole, the output of 

the OBF controller structure is changed as described in the Figure (8-8) and Equation (8-

#3). 

 
 

FIGURE 3-2.     FILTERED % INPUT ON DIRECT METHOD. 

where � = {�E, �>, … , ��} are the parameters of the model series expansion, j represents 

the basis functions dynamic and ; is the shift operator.  

The basis functions dynamic j is represented in OBF structure by a value defined 

after a linear search procedure as described in (OLIVEIRA et al., #008) and chosen by its 

lower residual energy of estimation (WANG; CLUETT, #000). 

,′(;, j, �) 
;; − 1 

'(#) %′(#) %(#) 
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So, the final controller becomes: 

,(;) = ,′(;, j, �) w; − >; x (8-  ) 

where: 

,�(;, j, �) = )E + A )3ɸ3(;, j).5
3=>

 (8- #) 

Therefore, a new I/O data q′ can be derived as q′ = {'(#), %�(#)}KD>� . From q′, 
the system identification problem for the controller synthesis can be rewritten as: 

�35� 1(�) 

1(�) = >� A �%�(#) − ,′(;, j, �)'(#)�H�
KD>

 
(8- 8) 

3.4 Control Structure for VRFT using Orthonormal Basis Functions: a non-direct 
approach 

As presented in Section 8.# and 8.8, an ideal controller defined by the VRFT 

technique is one whose closed-loop system behaves as the reference model -, or, in 

other point of view, it is the one whose transfer function describes the plant input % given 

an input ', such that: 

'(#) = 4̅(#) − ((#), (8- ") 

being 4̅ given by Equation (3-3) and ( is the output of the plant from the unique set of 

data available. 

Thus, in the non-direct approach proposed in this Chapter, it is assumed that 

the initial set of data (% and () are formed by the impulse response of the plant to + 

and the identification of the controller is done from I/O data set q = {%(#), '(#)}KD�� , 

from Figure (3-1) and Equation (3-22). The following synthesis, represented by 

Figure (3-2), reduces to find � which minimizes the objective function from Equation 

(3-16): 

 
FIGURE 3-3.    INVERSE OF THE OBF CONTROLLER ON NON-DIRECT OBF-VRFT METHOD. 

 

where, from Figure (3-1) and (3-2): '(#) = ,k>(;, �)%(#), (8- *) 

,k�(;, j, �) 
%(#) '(#) 
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and �35� 1(�) 

1(�) = >� A{'(#) − ,k>(;)%(#)},�
KD>

 

(8- 1) 

with 

,k>(;, j, �) = �E + A �*ɸ*(;, j).�
*D>

 (8- 3) 

where � = {�E, �>, … , ��} are parameters of a series expansion of the controller inverse 

model by using the rational orthonormal basis functions ɸ*(;, j). j represents the basis 

functions dynamic and ; is the shift operator. 

Alternatively, % may be an impulse signal so ' becomes the impulse response of 

,k>. According to Section 8.8, a condition in this case is that if ' has finite memory, so the 

error in permanent regime is zero.  After all set, the impulse response ' can be described 

using orthonormal basis functions as follows: 

'(#) = )E"(#) + A )*φ*(#)C
*D>

, (8- 6) 

and: 

'(#) = A )*�*(#)M
*D>

%(#), (8- !) 

�(Q) = A )*Φ*(Q)C
*D>

](Q), (8-#0) 

and finally: �(Q) = ,k>(Q)](Q). (8-# ) 

So it is possible to describe ' through the orthonormal basis functions, then obtain 

the transfer function of ,k> and later ,. 
3.5 Simulation Examples 

In this Section it will be presented two simulation studies in order to illustrate the 

advantages of using an OBF structure to identify the controller from data given by the 

VRFT technique. Both classical and OBF-VRFT control structures are presented to 

compare the results under different number of filters. Furthermore, sub-Section 8.*.  and 

8.*.# presents examples to illustrate the direct, and then, non-direct approaches. 
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3.5.1 A direct approach 

At this first moment, every controller tuning is directly identified through the input 

signal ' and output %′ as well explained in the Section 8.8.  

Thus, considering the + plant from Figure (8- ) and a desired behavior - where: 

+(;) = E.HE(; − E.�E)(; − E.HE)(; − E.�E) (8-##) 

and: 

-(;) = E.��q(; − E.�E)H (8-#8) 

Given a set of I/O data from the experiment, % and ( where ( is not affected by a 

disturbance signal, it is possible to calculate the tracking error signal ' and the filtered 

input %′ given by Equation (8-#) and Figure (8-8). Both signals as well the original input 

data % can be found in the Figure (8-3) where %, %′ and ' are presented.  

 

FIGURE 3-4.    FIRST CHART: INPUT OF THE CONTROLLER - '; SECOND CHART: OUTPUT %′; THIRD 
CHART: REAL INPUT FROM EXPERIMENTS %. 
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As seen in Figure (8-"), with absolute amplitude no bigger than four (and normal 

distribution behaviour with zero mean average) % can be implemented in a real situation. 

Then, the VRFT technique is both applied using a predefined class of controllers 

which does not contain the ideal structure. From Equation (8-1), , is given by: 

Control Structure:   

,(;, �) = �>;H + �H; + ��;(; − >)  
(8-#") 

The estimated parameters from Equation (8-#") and {', %} data gives the 
controller: 

� = [>.���E − E.E�E�E E.E�E�]d 

,(;) = >.���;H − E.E�E�E; + E.E�E�;(; − >)  
(8-#*) 

In figures (8-*) it is presented the expected and real output signal %′ estimated 

using the classical approach of VRFT technique and a pre-defined structure ,. A higher 

accuracy at identification step is directly related to the quality of results on closed-loop 

system. So, when there is no noise in the system, every identification step is greatly 

performed and even the PID controller has a good result up to this point.  

 
FIGURE 3-5.    ESTIMATION RESULT USING CLASSICAL VRFT APPROACH WITH PRE-DEFINED 

CONTROL STRUCTURE, NO NOISE INPUT.  

In the sequence, in order to validate the new way to identify the controller using 

the VRFT technique, a generalized class of structures written by series of orthonormal 

basis functions are used. The controller is obtained using four Laguerre and Kautz filters 
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defined after a linear search procedure as described in (OLIVEIRA et al., #008) and 

chosen by its lower residual energy of estimation) (WANG; CLUETT, #000). 

The figures (8-1) and (8-3) present the expected and real output signal %′ as well 

real signal % estimated using the OBF Laguerre and OBF Kautz models without noise 

input, respectively. Equations (8-#1) and (8-#3) contains the estimated parameters for 

both OBF models, respectively: 

{c�}�D>� = {E.H>�>  E.>>>�  E.E>>EE  E.E>�>E  E.EEEE  �.�EE:>Ek�} (8-#1) 

{c�}�D>� = {E.>EE�  E.>���  E.E���E  E.E�H�E  E.E>E�E  �.EEE:>Ek�} (8-#3) 

 

FIGURE 3-6.    ESTIMATION OF % AND %′ USING OBF LAGUERRE CLASS OF CONTROLLER. SYSTEM 
WITHOUT NOISE INPUT; N=6. 
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FIGURE 3-7.    ESTIMATION OF %′ AND % USING OBF KAUTZ CLASS OF CONTROLLER. SYSTEM 

WITHOUT NOISE INPUT; N=6. 

 

For better visualization and statistical comparison between the different models 

used, the Figure (8-6) shows the distribution of estimation error of the %′ signal for both 

OBF Laguerre and OBF Kautz results earlier presented. It is possible to conclude that the 

distribution of the combined standard uncertainty tends towards a normal (or gaussian) 

with standard deviation of >.�EH:>Ek� for Kautz and H.���:>Ek� for Laguerre models. 
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FIGURE 3-8.    ERROR HISTOGRAM FROM ESTIMATION OF % USING OBF LAGUERRE AND KAUTZ 

CLASS OF CONTROLLER; N=6. 

 

Furthermore, given a set of I/O data from the experiment {%, (} and considering a 

disturbance signal on the output (, where / ∈ �**�(0, $H) and $ = E.>EEE, it is possible to 

calculate the tracking error signal ' and the filtered input %′ given by Figure (8- ). Both 

signals as well the original input data % can be found in the Figure (8-!) where %, %′ and ' 

are presented.  
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FIGURE 3-9.    FIRST CHART: INPUT OF THE CONTROLLER - '; SECOND CHART: OUTPUT %′; THIRD 

CHART: REAL INPUT FROM EXPERIMENTS %. 

With absolute amplitude no bigger than four (and with normal distribution 

behaviour with zero mean average), the % signal proposed in the system is capable of 

being implemented in a real situation. 

From Equation (8-1) and {', %} data, the estimated parameters gives the 

controller: 

� = [1.489  − 0.1514     0.1293]d 

,(;) = >.���;H − E.>�>�q +  E.>H��;(; − >)  
(8-#6) 

In figures (8- 0), it is presented the expected and real output signal %′ estimated 

using the classical approach of VRFT technique and a pre-defined structure ,. A higher 

accuracy at identification step is directly related to the quality of results on closed-loop 

system. So, in this case when there is noise in the system, the identification step 
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performance presents a substantial deviation value that can be seen in the following 

Figure. 

 
FIGURE 3-10.    ESTIMATION RESULT USING CLASSICAL VRFT APPROACH WITH PRE-DEFINED 

CONTROL STRUCTURE, NOISE WITH 0.1000 STANDARD DEVIATION. 

In this way, through the Laguerre and Kautz functions, it is estimated the output %′ 
in order to obtain the controller , using six (5 = �) filters for both OBF Laguerre and Kautz 

functions. The estimated and real data of %′ can be compared in figures (8-  ), (8- #) to (8-

 ") to the PID controller presented in Equation (8-#6). Equations (8-#!) and (8-80) 

contains the estimated parameters for both OBF models: 

{c�}�D>� = {E.>���  E.>���  E.>E��  − E.E���E  − E.E�H�E  − >.EE:>Ek�} (8-#!) 

{c�}�D>� = {E.>H��  E.H>>H   E.>��E  �.�E:>Ek�  E.EEEE  E.E���} (8-80) 

 

 
FIGURE 3-11a.     ESTIMATION OF % AND %′ USING OBF LAGUERRE CLASS OF CONTROLLER, � = 6 

FILTERS USED, NOISE WITH 0.1000 STANDARD DEVIATION. 
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FIGURE 3-11b.    ESTIMATION OF % AND %′ USING OBF LAGUERRE CLASS OF CONTROLLER, � = 6 

FILTERS USED, NOISE WITH 0.1000 STANDARD DEVIATION. 
 

 

FIGURE 3-12.    ESTIMATION OF %′ USING OBF KAUTZ CLASS OF CONTROLLER, � = 6 FILTERS 
USED, NOISE WITH 0.1000 STANDARD DEVIATION. 

 
FIGURE 3-13.    ESTIMATION OF % USING OBF KAUTZ CLASS OF CONTROLLER, � = 6 FILTERS 

USED, NOISE WITH 0.1000 STANDARD DEVIATION. 
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For better visualization and statistical comparison between the different models 

used, the Figure (8- ") shows the distribution of estimation error of the %′ signal for both 

OBF Laguerre and OBF Kautz results earlier presented. It is possible to conclude that the 

distribution of the combined standard uncertainty tends towards a normal (or gaussian) 

with standard deviation of >.��� on Kautz and >.��H for Laguerre identification.  

 
FIGURE 3-14.    ERROR HISTOGRAM FROM ESTIMATION OF % USING OBF LAGUERRE AND KAUTZ 

CLASS OF CONTROLLER; N=6. 

When noise input is inserted on the system, it is remarkable the misbehavior of 

the classical VRFT approach facing the estimated and real {%, %�} data. To deeper 

understand the OBF solution, after six filters, four functions were used to demonstrate the 

effectiveness of the proposed method facing the consequences of lesser number of 

Laguerre and Kautz filters under noisy system. The mean square error of the resulting 

controller during identification step is smallest when Kautz functions are applied instead of 

OBF Laguerre.  

Lastly, Figures ( 8- *) and (8- 1) show the results considering four OBF functions 

for both OBF Laguerre and OBF Kautz functions.  
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FIGURE 3-15.    ESTIMATION OF % AND %′ USING OBF LAGUERRE CLASS OF CONTROLLER, � = 4 

FILTERS USED, NOISE WITH 0.1000 STANDARD DEVIATION. 

 
FIGURE 3-16a.    ESTIMATION OF % AND %′ USING OBF KAUTZ CLASS OF CONTROLLER, � = 4 

FILTERS USED, NOISE WITH 0.1000 STANDARD DEVIATION. 
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FIGURE 3-16b.    ESTIMATION OF % AND %′ USING OBF KAUTZ CLASS OF CONTROLLER, � = 4 

FILTERS USED, NOISE WITH 0.1000 STANDARD DEVIATION. 
For better visualization and statistical comparison between the different models 

used, the Figure (8- 3) shows the distribution of estimation error of the %′ signal for both 

OBF Laguerre and OBF Kautz results earlier presented. It is possible to conclude that the 

distribution of the combined standard uncertainty tends towards a normal (or gaussian) 

with standard deviation of >.��� or Kautz and >.��E for Laguerre identification. 

 
FIGURE 3-17.    ERROR HISTOGRAM FROM ESTIMATION OF % USING OBF LAGUERRE AND KAUTZ 

CLASS OF CONTROLLER; N=4. 
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Not only the identification process results are important to evaluate a model 

structure in the VRFT technique but also the closed-loop performance can indicate the 

efficacy of the controller chosen. What can be seen in the following figures and results is 

that, even though the MSE on identification step is similar between classical VRFT and 

OBF solutions, the closed-loop performance shows the misbehaviour of the controlled 

system when facing the PID controller. This example represents the main disadvantage of 

using a restricted control structure, even when the identification step presents good result, 

not every dynamic of the reference behaviour is identified and the final system is not 

capable of reproducing the reference behaviour -. In Figure (8- 6) and (8- !) it is 

presented the closed-loop behavior of the system facing classical and both OBF Laguerre 

and Kautz functions and its time weighted error between step responses and -.  

Even considering no noise input on the step of experiments, both OBF Laguerre 

and Kautz models were superior in closed-loop response when compared to the PID 

controller. As expected, the controller could be successfully generalized by the use of 

multiple orthonormal basis functions. Better comparison and visualization can be obtained 

from Figures (8-#0) and (8-# ). 

 
FIGURE 3-18.    STEP RESPONSE BY REFERENCE MODEL (DARK SOLID LINE). SYSTEM DESIGNED 

BY THE CLASSICAL METHOD (DASHED LINE), OBF LAGUERRE (DOTTED LINE) AND OBF KAUTZ 
(SOLID LINE).  
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FIGURE 3-19.    TIME WEIGHTED ERROR FORM DESIRABLE AND DESIGNED RESPONSE OF: 

RESPONSE OF SYSTEM DESIGNED BY THE CLASSICAL METHOD (DASHED LINE), OBF LAGUERRE 
(DOTTED LINE) AND OBF KAUTZ (SOLID LINE). 

The step response of the closed-loop system under noise is shown in Figure (8-

#0) followed by a time-weighted error calculated from the difference between closed-loop 

step responses and the desired behaviour described by - from Equation (8-"0). It is 

consider six (5 = �) Equations for OBF Laguerre and Kautz functions – see Figure (8-# ). 

 
FIGURE 3-20.    STEP RESPONSE BY REFERENCE MODEL, SYSTEM DESIGNED BY THE CLASSICAL 

METHOD, OBF LAGUERRE AND OBF KAUTZ, � = 6 FILTERS, NOISE WITH 0.1000 STANDARD 
DEVIATION. 
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FIGURE 3-21.    TIME WEIGHTED FORM STEP RESPONSE BY REFERENCE MODEL. SYSTEM 

DESIGNED BY THE CLASSICAL METHOD, OBF LAGUERRE AND OBF KAUTZ, � = 6 FILTERS, NOISE 
WITH 0.1000 STANDARD DEVIATION. 

Following the results on figures (8-##) and (8-#8), with four OBF functions both 

basis could also identify the controller with low residual energy and consequently smaller 

ITAE index in closed-loop step response compared to the classical controller structure. 

Four (5 = �) Equations for OBF Laguerre and Kautz functions are used.  

 
FIGURE 3-22.    STEP RESPONSE BY REFERENCE MODEL. SYSTEM DESIGNED BY THE CLASSICAL 

METHOD, OBF LAGUERRE AND OBF KAUTZ, � = 4 FILTERS, NOISE WITH 0.1000 STANDARD 
DEVIATION. 
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FIGURE 3-23.    TIME WEIGHTED FORM STEP RESPONSE BY REFERENCE MODEL. SYSTEM 

DESIGNED BY THE CLASSICAL METHOD, OBF LAGUERRE AND OBF KAUTZ, � = 4 FILTERS, NOISE 
WITH 0.1000 STANDARD DEVIATION. 

As expected, the behaviour between Laguerre and Kautz models are inferior 

when using four OBF functions, however the results are still at least seven times better on 

OBF Kautz over classical PID controller – find Table (8- ) and corresponding ITAE values.  

For further understanding about the results obtained until this point, Table (8- ) 

compares the identification results and closed-loop performance of the classical VRFT 

technique when using OBF Laguerre and Kautz methods to generalize the controller 

class. At this moment no noise signal is inserted on the initial I/O data and six OBF 

functions were chosen to represent the controller. The best pole is chosen by a range of 

valid valued by its lowest residual energy, given by Equation (8-8 ). 

As anticipated, Kautz functions and then Laguerre reduced more than seven 

times the ITAE error on closed-loop evaluation.  

TABLE 3-1. COMPARATIVE RESULTS BETWEEN CLASSICAL VRFT, KAUTZ AND LAGUERRE 
FUNCTIONS AND QUANTITY OF FUNCTIONS.  

Method Classical VRFT OBF Laguerre OBF Kautz 
Best pole - E.H�>E E.E�E�� ±  E.���>3 
Functions - � � 
MSE  
identification step H.���:>Ek� �.>��:>Ek� >.�HE.>Ek� 
Residual energy* - �.E��:>Ek� >.HH�:>Ek� 
ITAE* 
Closed-loop �.HE> >.��� E.��HH 
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*where every pole is chosen by its lower residual energy (Equation 3-31). ITAE (Integral Time-
weighted Absolute Error) value are given by Equation (3-32) (Wang; Cluett, 2000):  

£ = |)(5 − 1))(5)| (8-8 ) 

¤-7� =  A #. |%′(#) − %6′(#)|¥
KD>

 (8-8#) 

In addition, Table (8-#) compares the identification results and closed-loop 

performance of the classical VRFT technique when using OBF Laguerre and Kautz 

methods to generalize the controller class. At this moment there is noise inserted on the 

initial I/O data and six (then four) OBF functions were chosen to represent the controller. 

The best pole is also chosen by a range of valid valued by its lowest residual energy, 

given by Equation (8-8 ). 

As also foreseen, Kautz functions and then Laguerre reduced more than four 

times for Laguerre and ten times for Kautz the ITAE error on closed-loop evaluation for six 

functions used.  

TABLE 3-2. COMPARATIVE RESULTS BETWEEN CLASSICAL VRFT, KAUTZ AND LAGUERRE 
FUNCTIONS AND QUANTITY OF FUNCTIONS.  

Method Classical VRFT OBF Laguerre OBF Kautz 
Best pole - E.>��> �.>EE:>Ek� ±  E.��EE3 
Functions - � � � � 
MSE  
identification step 

E.���� E.���E E.���E E.��H� E.���� 
Residual energy* - �.��H:>Ek� �.���:>Ek� �.���:>Ek� >.E��:>EkH 
ITAE* 
Closed-loop 

H�.�� �.��> �.H�� H.��� �.H�� 
3.5.2 A non-direct approach 

In this Section, it will be demonstrated the effectiveness of the non-direct 

technique presented in this work through an example of simulation. One case will be 

presented in order to analyze and compare the design of both classical VRFT and OBF-

VRFT controllers using the approach proposed in Section 8.".  

At this point, it is considered a particular case when the finite time impulse 

response with no noise disturbance is available. The VRFT technique is applied 

considering a fixed class of controllers defined a priori which does not contain the ideal 

structure. In the sequence, it will be used a series of orthonormal filters with analytically 
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calculated coefficients based on the impulse response '. The goal is to validate the new 

way to identify the controller using the VRFT technique in one study case where the 

classical procedure presents problems.  

Thus, let’s consider + plant from Figure (8- ) defined as: 

+(;) = E.HEEE(; − E.�EEE)(; − E.>EEE)(; − E.�EEE) (8-88) 

It is necessary to define the desired behavior of the system - and, in the case of 

the classical design of the VRFT, a class of controllers ,∗.   
-(;) = E.>�EE;(; − E.�EEE)H (8-8") 

and the control class: 

,(;, �) = �>;H + �H; + ��;(; − >)  (8-8*) 

Given the controller class chosen by the Equation (3-35), the computed 

parameter for the controller were: 

,(;) = E.���E;H − E.�H��; − E.>���;(; − >)  (8-81) 

After tuning the controller given the classical VRFT approach, the second step of 

this simulation section regards the results of the OBF method. 

In this way, through the use of the OBF of Laguerre and Kautz, it is estimated the 

transfer function between % and ' in order to obtain the controller  ,′ and then ,. To this 

end, eight functions were used with pole E.>��E for Laguerre OBF and E.EEE�� + E.EE�Y 
for Kautz filters. The number of functions and the pole value were defined as tests of the 

proposed system. It is not objective this Chapter address a new or an existent way to 

predetermine those parameters, however, as highlighted in Chapter #, several works in 

the field deal with the optimal estimation of j. Among them (OLIVEIRA SILVA,  !!*).  

As discussed in Section 8.", as the OBF identifies the controller based on the ' 

impulse response, Figure (8-#*) shows real and estimated ' signals using Kautz and 

Laguerre OBF models. 

For Laguerre OBF, the maximum error of estimate (L∞) was 7.3200:10k§ , 
with residual energy 5.1231:10k¨, given by / = |)(5 − 1))(5)| (WANG; CLUETT, 

2000). Being the coefficients obtained as: 
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{c�}�D>� =  { E.���E  − >.����  E.��E� − E.H���    �.��Ex>EkH− >.E�Ex>EkH   H.�EEx>Ek�    H.EEE:>Ek�} (8-83) 

By using Kautz OBF filters, the maximum error of estimate (L∞) was 

3.900:10kª, with residual energy 3.7071:10k« given by / = |)(5 − 1))(5)| (WANG; 

CLUETT, 2000). Being the coefficients obtained as: 

{c�}�D>� =  {>.H��E  − >.�H��   E.����   E.E���E  E.>�>E   �.�EEx>Ek�   H.�EEx>Ek� >.�EEx>Ek�}  (8-86) 

 
FIGURE 3-24.    REAL AND ESTIMATED ' DATA VIA OBF LAGUERRE AND KAUTZ. 

Furthermore, the outputs of the closed-loop system with controller structure 

estimated by signal ' via OBF and controller given by the traditional method (with fixed 

structure) are given by Figure (8-#*) and (8-#1). 

It is possible to observe that the data-driven controller obtained by the virtual 

reference method (VRFT) with structure based on orthonormal basis functions can adapt 

to the ideal controller with great efficiency as noted in Figure (8-#1).  

The error between the step responses in closed-loop system designed via VRFT 

classical and OBF in relation to output references are in Figure (8-#1). It is important to 

note that in this Figure the error between the reference model - obtained by VRFT 

method with OBF structure controller is weighted by the time and a constant increasing 
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absolute value observed in both Kautz and Laguerre approaches are result of a steady 

state error on the closed-loop performance.  

 
FIGURE 3-25.    CLOSED-LOOP SYSTEM WITH CONTROLLER GIVEN BY CLASSICAL AND OBF VRFT 

METHODS AND THE REFERENCE OUTPUT. 

 
FIGURE 3-26.    THE TIME WEIGHTED ERROR DEFINED BY CLASSICAL AND OBF CONTROLLER.  

Comparing Laguerre and Kautz OBF results, both filters could solve the problem 

with great accuracy, even considering only seven filters. Compared to classical approach, 
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the results were better and the proposed objective of the solution was achieved with great 

success. However, the non-direct solution using orthonormal basis functions have some 

issues to be solved, for instance: it does not provide features to deal with noise input on ( 

usually present in the step of experiments. 

3.6 Conclusion 

The objective proposed in this Chapter is to present a technique that generalize 

the structure of the given controller via virtual reference method contributing to the 

development and applicability of the VRFT technique and identification method based on 

data, as well other papers and studies that may surge in these areas.  

In this context, two main OBF solutions were studied and are called as non-direct 

and direct approaches. The first one is recommended when an impulse response of the 

plant is available and the system is simple enough to be identifying using an analytical and 

modest solution. When the system doesn’t provide an impulse response from the plant or 

it has any kind of input noise, the non-direct solution cannot solve the problem. For such 

applications, a second methodology is developed. In this case, the controller is identified 

directly from the input (reference signal) and output %′. Using this procedure, more 

accurate results and closed-loop performance were obtained. 

Considering results and assumptions until this point, the controller 

parameterization through the method of orthonormal basis functions proved to be efficient 

and served its purpose for linear systems. The applicability of such method is great since 

its only condition is the plant and reference responses with finite memory, which is the 

majority case when it comes about the VRFT technique. 
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4 THE VIRTUAL REFERENCE FEEDBACK TUNING USING VOLTERRA-

ORTHONORMAL BASIS FUNCTIONS FOR NONLINEAR SYSTEMS 

The Virtual Reference Feedback Tuning (VRFT) design is a non-iterative method 

that intents to identify a controller from one set of data collected from plant. Although it is a 

good alternative for controller design, it searches the controller parameters in a pre-

defined structure. It means the class of controller must be assign precisely, otherwise the 

feedback system may not respond as the selected reference model. This Chapter 

approaches this issue by adapting a control structure using Volterra-Orthonormal basis 

functions in order to improve the VRFT theory and applicability on nonlinear systems. 

Simulation results are presented to illustrate the effectiveness compared between 

conventional VRFT and Volterra-OBF VRFT. 

4.1 Introduction 

The Virtual Reference Feedback Tuning (VRFT) is a data-driven method for direct 

design of controllers based on input and output data signals measured from a plant to be 

controlled. As data-based techniques resumes the performance criteria into a discrete 

time transfer function, it is said that the VRFT technique recasts the problem of control 

design into a system identification problem, where a controlled system closed-loop 

behavior is compared to a reference transfer function (CAMPI et al., #00#, #008; KANSHA 

et al., #006). 

During the identification step, it is assumed that the controller class chosen is 

such that the desired response is feasible. To minimize the dependency of the chosen 

controller class, there are many papers focusing on using PID control structure but 

improving identification procedure by many different approaches. One example is the 

paper presented by (YANG et al., #0 #) which extended and improved results in the 

application of adaptive VRFT by increasing the reference model order and by upgrading 

its parameters at each sampling instant. More recently, (RODRIGUES et al., #0 ") 

presented an algorithm to identify the best reference model structure (given some control 

performance criteria) in order to optimize a PID or PI controller response.  

When it comes about nonlinear systems, (CAMPI; SAVARESI, #001) generalized 

the VRFT technique for both linear and nonlinear systems. After #006, many papers 
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presented new tools to improve results of VRFT methodology on nonlinear system, some 

of them are (CUNHA; BAZANELLA, #0 #; FORMENTIN et al., #0 8) where the first one 

introduces an alternative to enhance VRFT controller parameterization by improving 

nonlinear compensation and the second one manipulates the input signal such that the 

control cost is reduced. 

As from now, many papers addressed efforts to improve the VRFT performance 

on linear and nonlinear systems by manipulating input signals, compensating static 

nonlinearities or enhanced VRFT design introducing an adaptive methodology (YANG et 

al., #0 #). However, one of the main challenges of the VRFT technique is to choose a 

control class that contains the ideal structure so that the closed-loop system behaves as a 

reference signal (CAMPI et al., #00#; CAMPI; SAVARESI, #001; NEUHAUS, #0 #). As 

the VRFT technique involves a system identification procedure, it is not restricted to PID 

controllers and it is possible to adapt a nonlinear identification method that can describe 

the controller behavior and its structure with more accuracy than the traditional PID 

approach without pledge of feasibility in real controlled systems. 

Beyond many models for nonlinear system available (CAMPELLO et al., #003; 

SINHA,  !6!; AGUIRRE, #003), the Volterra models have being successfully applied in 

identification of dynamic nonlinear systems due its linear-in-parameters structure. 

However, it usually needs too many parameters to represent each kernel (SJÖBERG et 

al.,  !!*; NELLES, #00 ; DOYLE et al., #00#) reducing its applicability and accuracy. In 

order to improve Volterra models, it is possible to reduce the number of parameters by 

using it combined with orthonormal basis functions (OBF), where each kernel is 

determined as an expansion of different OBF with the same or different number of 

functions  (SCHETZEN,  !60; DOYLE et al., #00#; SONI, #001).  

After all, as most real systems are nonlinear in nature, it is known and expected 

that nonlinear models often present better identification results for real systems 

(AGUIRRE, #003) than linear models. In order to decrease the sensitivity of the VRFT in 

control structure selection and improve applicability of this technique on nonlinear systems 

this Chapter intends to enhance the virtual reference technique by applying the Volterra-

OBF on the controller structure models.  

The outline of this Chapter is as follows: Section ".# describes the VRFT 

technique for nonlinear systems and its proprieties. In Section ".8, it is proposed a control 

structure formed by Volterra-OBF using the VRFT approach. In the following Section, it is 
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shown some simulation examples of the proposed strategy, and finally, in Section ".*, the 

paper is concluded. 

4.2 The Virtual Reference Feedback Tuning Technique for nonlinear systems 

The Virtual Reference Feedback Tuning (CAMPI et al., #00#, #008) is a non-

iterative method that consists in finding parameters of the controller in order to get a 

feedback model that behaves like a reference model. In this Section, it is discussed the 

VRFT design for nonlinear systems which was first generalized by (CAMPI; SAVARESI, 

#001). 

The VRFT technique can be illustrated by Figure ("- ) and ("-#) where the 

reference model - describes the desired performance of the system with nonlinear 

plant  + given a controller ,. In the same Figure, % e ( are respectively the input and 

output values with a disturbance signal / and  4̅ the reference output obtained from the 

inverse of the reference - and (.  

 

FIGURE 4-1.    UNITARY FEEDBACK CONTROL SYSTEM, BEING - THE DESIRED DYNAMICS. 

Therefore, from Figure ("- ), ,, + are assumed nonlinear systems, such as: 

,{'} ∶  '(#) → %(#), +{%} ∶ %(#) → ((#), ("- ) 

and - is a linear system defined in terms of a rational transfer function on the shift operator 

;. 

The main idea behind the VRFT technique is to minimize a cost function given by 

Equation ("-#) without identifying +. To do so, 4̅ it is not a real reference signal but it is only 

   +      
 

+ 

/(#)  
   + 
 
   - 

((#) '(#) %(#) 4̅(#)  

-k� 

+ ,  
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calculated to generate the simulated output signal '(#) = 4̅(#) − ((#) without the 

controller action.  

Doing so, 1(�) is given by: 

�35� 1(�) 

 1(�) =  >� A[%(#) − ,(;, �)'(#)]H.�
KD>

 
("-#) 

After all, the characteristic of the VRFT methodology is to turn the feedback 

controller design , with parameters � into a system identification procedure, so that the 

closed-loop system behaves as close as possible to the pre-specified model,  -.   
In the following sections, a generalized control structure using orthonormal basis 

functions for nonlinear systems is presented to achieve better identification of % and 

consequent closed-loop feedback response.  

4.3 Control Structure on VRFT using Volterra-OBF 

Also called as a one-shot method, the VRFT is a not iterative technique that 

intends to turn the controller design problem into a system identification procedure. From 

Figure ("- ), the identification step of the VRFT aims to reduce an error from a real and 

estimated %, being %6  the estimated data from the modelled dynamics and an input ', 

where:  

'(#) = 4̅(#) − ((#). ("-8) 

being 4̅ given by 4̅(#) = -k>(;)((#) where ( is the real output of the plant given in a set of 

I/O data and - a reference model. 

Thus, it is assumed that the initial set of data (input and output) is formed by the 

response ( of the nonlinear plant + to %. 

At this point, by using the VRFT method, it is possible to obtain a set of input-

output data for the system identification procedure which results in a controller whose 

system behaves as -. As discussed in Section ".#, when it comes about nonlinear system 

identification, the OBF-based linear models can relate the input % to the orthonormal 

states . from Equation ("-3) followed by a nonlinear static mapping called ℋ from 

Equation (#- *) on Chapter # relating these states and the output (6. Such implementation 
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is particularly interesting for the problem of the VRFT because, among many reasons, the 

controller structure is linear in parameters. 

So, assuming the data set q = {%(#), ((#)}KD>�  measured from + and q� =
{'(#), %(#)}KD>�  is known. The controller synthesis is reduced to find � that minimizes the 

following objective function.  

�35� 1(�) 

1(�) = 1� A[%(#) − ,{'}]�
KD�

 ("-") 

To improve steady-state error properties for step like reference signals it is 

desirable to set at least one pole equal one. To assure the existence of this pole, it is 

necessary to update the output of the Volterra-OBF controller % to %′ as described in the 

Figure ("-#) and Equation ("-*).  

 
FIGURE 4-2.    FILTERED %′ CONTROLLER OUTPUT TO ASSURE OBF TRANSFER FUNCTION WITH 

ONE POLE EQUAL ONE. 

%(#) = ;(; − 1) %′(#). ("-*) 

and the nonlinear operator ,�{'} has fading memory and can be approximated by Volterra 
models. 

,�{'}: '(#) → %′(#) ("-1) 
So, given the theoretical explanation presented in Chapter 2, the estimated filtered 

controller output %′ becomes: 

%6′(#) = )� + A )*®.*®(#)M®

*®D�
+ A A )*®,*¯.*®(#).*¯(#),*®

*¯D�
M¯

*®D�
 

("-3) 
being .*(#) = ∑ °*(f)'(# − f)CgD� . 

Therefore, assuming available the data set q, the system identification problem 

for controller synthesis can be rewritten as: 

�35� 1(�) 

1(�) = 1� A{%′(#) − %6′(#)}�
KD�

 
("-6) 

,′ ;; − 1 
'(#) %′(#) %(#) 
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After all set, the input and output data can be approximated by Volterra-OBF 

models, such as described in Equations ("-1) if the system meets the following 

requirements (Oliveira et al., #0 #): 

• Given the Volterra-OBF model realization for this problem %′(#) = ±({'(f)}gDkCK ), 

± is a causal, continuous, time-invariant with fading memory non-generic 

nonlinear operator;  

• The input, in this case ', is upper and lower bounded.  

4.4 Simulation Example 

In this Section, it will be presented two case studies in order to validate the 

controller structure generalization in VRFT technique and compare identification and 

closed-loop performances in a nonlinear system when the classical procedure presents 

problems.  

4.4.1 General Case Study  

First, both classical and OBF-VRFT controllers are compared regarding 

identification performance. The goal is to obtain an %′ output as close as possible to the ' 

signal, and minimize the error between the controlled system and the required 

performance (reference transfer function).  

Secondly, the closed-loop performance is evaluated and a further comparison is 

made between Volterra-Laguerre and Volterra-Kautz functions. 

Thus, consider a nonlinear Wiener type plant  + which is causal, time-invariant 

and fading memory. It is assumed that the initial set of data (input and output) is formed by 

the response ( of the plant  + to %, where % ∈ �**�(0, $H) and $ = > and a noise signal /. 

From Figure ("- ) it can be said that: 

Q(#) = +�(;)%(#); ((#) = �bQ(#)c + /(#). ("-!) 

Where /(#) is the disturbance signal and: 

+�(;) = 0.2000(; − 0.7000)(; − 0.1000)(; − 0.5000) ;  
 �bQ(#)c = 1.500;(#) + 0.2000;²(#). 

("- 0) 
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Finally, it is necessary to define the desired behavior of the system - and, in the 

case of the classical design of the VRFT, a class of controllers ,.  In this case the class 

chosen does not contain the structure of the ideal controller. 

Reference Model:     

-(;) = 0.1600;(; − 0.6000). ("-  ) 

Control Structure:   

,(;, �) = ��; + �; + �²;(; − 1) . ("- #) 

As far as the disturbance signal is analyzed, two situations will be presented. The 

first one is a noise free case and the second one considers / as a random signal 

composed by a normal distributed signal % where % ∈ �**�(0, $H) and $ = E.>EEE filtered 

by a first order transfer function given by @:  

@ = 0.7000; − 0.3000. ("- 8) 

 
FIGURE 4-3.    FIRST CHART: INPUT OF THE CONTROLLER - '; SECOND CHART: OUTPUT %′; THIRD 

CHART: REAL INPUT FROM EXPERIMENTS %. 
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The Figure ("-8) shows the input and output signals  %, %′ and ' for the closed-

loop system in study for a noise free case. Every signal proposed in the system is capable 

of being implemented in a real situation. It is worth remembering that the reference signal 

' doesn’t exists in reality and it is only used for mathematical purposes. 

Given the controller class chosen by the Equation ("- #), the computed parameter 

for the PID controller were:  

� = [0.5086  0.2092  9.510:10k]d 

,(;) = 0.5086 ; + 0.2092 ; + 9.510:10k
;(; − 1)  

("- ") 

In Figure ("-") is presented the results using the classical PID controller while 

Figure ("-*) shows the identification result for classical and (N)OBF approach regarding 

Volterra-Laguerre model. Both consider a noise free case. 

 
FIGURE 4-4.    ESTIMATION RESULT FROM % REAL AND ESTIMATED USING CLASSICAL VRFT 

APPROACH WITH PRE-DEFINED CONTROL STRUCTURE. 
 

 
FIGURE 4-5a.    ESTIMATION OF %′ AND  % USING VOLTERRA-LAGUERRE CLASS OF CONTROLLER, 5�, 5 = 4 FILTERS USED. 
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FIGURE 4-5b.    ESTIMATION OF %′ AND  % USING VOLTERRA-LAGUERRE CLASS OF CONTROLLER, 5�, 5 = 4 FILTERS USED. 

Lastly, Figure ("-1) gives the results obtained using Volterra-Kautz model. The 

main idea behind those charts is to compare identification performance in using VRFT-

OBF approach and classical VRFT when controller class does not contain the ideal one.  

 
FIGURE 4-6.    ESTIMATION OF %�AND % USING VOLTERRA-KAUTZ CLASS OF CONTROLLER, 5�, 5 = 4 FILTERS USED. 
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For better visualization and statistical comparison between the different models 

used, the Figure ("-3) shows the distribution of estimation error of the %′ signal for both 

Volterra-OBF Laguerre and Volterra-OBF Kautz results earlier presented. It is possible to 

conclude that the distribution of the combined standard uncertainty tends towards a 

normal (or gaussian) with standard deviation of E.E��� for Kautz and E.E��� for Laguerre 

identification. 

 
FIGURE 4-7.    ERROR HISTOGRAM FROM ESTIMATION OF % USING OBF LAGUERRE AND KAUTZ 

CLASS OF CONTROLLER 

The results were obtained from four functions, the pole j was defined after 

several test in a range of j and it was selected by its lower MSE value during identification 

of %′. For further understanding about the results obtained until this point, Table ("- ) to ("-

8) compare the identification and closed-loop performances of the classical VRFT 

technique when using Volterra-OBF Laguerre and Kautz methods to generalize the 

controller class.  

Moreover, still in Tables (4-1) and (4-2) it can be observed the same 

experiment, but when a random noise is added in the output signal. The noise / is a 
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random signal with normal distribution �**�(0, $) and $ = 0.1000, filtered by @ 

according to Equation (4-14). At this time both OBF structures are  built with 5 =
�u:{5�, 5} = 4 number of functions and both Laguerre and Kautz j constant is 

chosen based on the best MSE result on %′ OBF identification. 

 
TABLE 4-1. RESULTS OF VOLTERRA-LAGUERRE AND VOLTERRA-KAUTZ METHODS FOR EACH  

VALUE OF NOISE DISTURBANCE.  

Method Volterra-Laguerre Volterra-Kautz 

�**�(0.$) 0.000 0.1000 0.0000 0.1000 
Best pole 0.2010 0.1500 0.3010 ± 0.70103 0.1010 ± 0.40103 
MSE 5.666.10kª 0.0556 3.709:10kª 0.0546 

 
TABLE 4-2. RESULTS USING CLASSICAL VRFT TECHNIQUE AND QUANTITY OF NOISE 

DISTURBANCE /.  
Method Classical VRFT �**�(0.$) 0.000 0.1000 
MSE 0.022 0.1647 
Coefficients [��. �. �²]d 

³ 0.50860.20929.510x10k´ ³ 0.41110.10880.01139´ 
 

The following charts shows the closed-loop performance of the system for both 

Volterra-Laguerre and Volterra-Kautz (Figure "-6) comparing to the desired performance 

given by the transfer function - and the result obtained with the classical VRFT procedure 

when the system is noise free.  

From Figure ("-6), it is remarkable the misbehaviour of the closed-loop system in 

relation to the desired performance when using , from Equation ("- "). Figure ("-!) shows 

a time weighted absolute error between desired and real closed-loop performance when 

applying the new Volterra-OBF controller using Laguerre and then Kautz functions. In 

Figures ("-6) and ("-!), only the study of noise free system is presented.  
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FIGURE 4-8.    CLOSED-LOOP RESULTS FOR CLASSICAL VRFT TECHNIQUE, VOLTERRA-
LAGUERRE AND VOLTERRA-KAUTZ CONTROLLERS.  

 
FIGURE 4-9.    A TIME WEIGHTED ABSOLUTE ERROR BETWEEN REFERENCE AND REAL CLOSED-

LOOP OUTPUT ( WHEN THE SYSTEM IS NOISE FREE. 
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following results regards the introducing of a normal distributed noise / where / ∈ 

�**�(0, $) and $ = 0.1000.  

 
FIGURE 4-10.    RESULT OF CLOSED-LOOP STEP FROM CLASSICAL IDENTIFICATION, VOLTERRA-
LAGUERRE AND VOLTERRA-KAUTZ CONTROLLERS; NOISE WITH STANDARD DEVIATION 0.1000.  

 

 

FIGURE 4-11.    TIME WEIGHTED ABSOLUTE ERROR BETWEEN REFERENCE AND REAL CLOSED-
LOOP OUTPUT WHEN USING VOLTERRA-OBF CONTROLLERS; NOISE WITH STANDARD 

DEVIATION 0.1000 .  
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The closed-loop behavior of the system shown in Figure ("-  ) presents the result 

with three different controller structures: OBF (Volterra-Laguerre, Volterra-Kautz) and 

classical structure as show in Equation ("- "). The ITAE for VRFT controller structure 

constructed using Volterra-Laguerre and Volterra-Kautz functions can be seen in the 

Figure ("- 0). 

When the controller structure is constructed using Volterra-Kautz functions - 

figures ("-   and "- #) - the results regarding MSE and ITAE indexes are expressively 

better than shown for Volterra-Laguerre in the same figures, details can be found in Table 

("-8). 

Table (4-3) summarizes the responses between Volterra-Laguerre and 

Volterra-Kautz functions as well their behavior with (and without) noise levels. Every 

ITAE result and MSE value is calculated based on the reference transfer function - 

and the output of the closed-loop system with the three controllers, respectively.  

 
TABLE 4-3. SUMMARY OF RESULTS OF VOLTERRA-KAUTZ, VOLTERRA-LAGUERRE FUNCTIONS 

AND CLASSICAL VRFT ,(;, �) CONTROLLER.  
Method ,(;, �) Volterra-Kautz Volterra- Laguerre 

�**�(0.$H) E.EEE E.>EEE E.EEE E.>EEE E.EEE E.>EEE 

ITAE* >�.�� ��.�> �.�HE H.��� �.��� �.H�� 
After all simulations, it can be said that the closed-loop performance of the system 

when using both Volterra-Laguerre and Volterra-Kautz (N)OBF control structures in VRFT 

technique is successfully improved not only in noisy free system but also when the input-

output data collected from the plant is disturbed by an signal /. That leads to several 

conclusions about the method presented in this study. Most of them are discussed in 

Section ".*. 

4.4.2 Continuous Stirred Tank Reactor (CSTR) case study  

This example applies Volterra-OBF controller in a Continuous Stirred Rank 

Reactor (CSTR), one of the most important devices in chemical field (SEBORG et al, 

#00") and a challenging task to use the VRFT and Volterra-OBF proposed on this thesis. 

The CSTR, well addressed by (DOYLE et al, #00 ), is a plant frequent characterized and 

studies by its nonlinearities, input/output constrains, high order models and uncertainties. 

In this context, a solution to describe the CSTR plant using Volterra series needs a large 
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number of coefficients due to its highly nonlinear behaviour and Volterra-OBF approach 

can be an handful solution to minimize the computational cost of the identification step.  

Thus, consider a nonlinear CSTR process as given by (DOYLE et al, #00 ) and 

Figure ("- #). It represents an isothermal free-radical polymerization of methyl 

methacrylate using azo-bis-isobutyronitrile as initiator and toluene as solvent. 

  

 

FIGURE 4-12.    CONTINUOUS STIRRED TANK REACTOR  

 

From the process described on Equation ("- *) and Figure ("- #), the average 

number of molecular weight,  ((µ), is controlled by manipulating the inlet initiator flow rate 

given by %(µ). Form the same Equation, :> to :� are state space variables not directly 

manipulated and with nominal operations given by: :>,H = �.�E���, :H,E = E.>�H�E�,    :�,E =
E.EE>���H,    :�,E = ��.��>�,  %E = E,E>���� and (E = H�EEE.�. Model time constants are 

given in hours and the input/output signal units are ��/ℎ and #v/#�¶., respectively. 

After all, the model which relates the input/output signals is given by: 

·̧
¹
º̧:�» (µ) = 10b6 − :�(µ)c − 2.4568:�(µ)h:(µ):» (µ) = 80%(µ) − 10.1022:(µ):²» (µ) = 0.002412:�(µ)h:(µ) + 0.112191:(µ) − 10:²(µ):ª» (µ) = 245.978:�(µ)h:(µ) − 10:ª(µ)((µ) = :ª(µ)/:²(µ)

 ("- *) 

Similarly to the previous Section, initially both classical and Volterra-OBF 

controllers are compared regarding identification performance. The goal is to obtain an 

%� output as close as possible to ' signal, which is given by Equation ("-#) and means the 

error between the controlled system and the required performance (reference transfer 

function);  

Secondly, the closed-loop performance is evaluated and a further comparison is 

made between Volterra-Laguerre and Volterra-Kautz functions. 

C
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AB 
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Thus, consider that one set of data is collected from the plants as part of the 

experimental step for use on the VRFT procedure. The input is a uniformly spaced set of 

random amplitude steps and both I/O data are normalized values for the input and output 

nominal operation value with time step of 0.08h. 

Finally, it is necessary to define the desired behavior of the system - and, in the 

case of the classical design of the VRFT, a class of controller ,∗. In this case the class 

chosen does not contain the structure of the ideal controller. 

Reference Model:     

-(;) = 0.001;; − 0.999 ("- 1) 

Control Structure:   

,(;, �) = ��; + �; + �²;(; − 1)  
("- 3) 

For controlling purposes in real systems, it is desirable to know the feasibility of 

the input and output signals being identified and used as reference.. 

 
FIGURE 4-13.    FIRST CHART: INPUT OF THE CONTROLLER - '; SECOND CHART: OUTPUT %′; 

THIRD CHART: REAL INPUT FROM EXPERIMENTS %. 
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Figure ("- 8) shows the input and output signals  %, %′ and ' for the closed-loop 

system in study, every signal proposed in the system is capable of being implemented in a 

real situation. It is worth remembering that the reference signal ' does not exist in reality 

and is only used for mathematical purposes.  

Given the controller class chosen by the Equation ("- 6), the computed parameter 

for the controller were: 

� = [0.4972  0.2036  9.740:10k]d 

,(;) = 0.4972; + 0.2036; + 9.740:10k
;(; − 1)  

("- 6) 

From Equation ("- !), Figure ("- ") shows the identification result for classical 

VRFT approach. 

 
FIGURE 4-14.    IDENTIFICATION STEP FROM I/O DATA WHEN THE CONTROLLER CLASS DOES NOT 

BELONG TO THE CLASS OF THE IDEAL CONTROLLER (CLASSICAL IDENTIFICATION). 

 

In addition, Figure ("- *) shows the results obtained using Volterra-Laguerre 

model, followed by Figure ("- 1) with Volterra-Kautz results. The main idea behind those 

charts is to compare identification performance from both classical and Volterra-OBF 

approaches when the classical class of controller does not contain the ideal one. The 

basic Volterra-Laguerre and Volterra-Kautz poles are chosen from the best identification 

MSE result from a range of valid values. For both Volterra-Laguerre and Volterra-Kautz 

OBF controller structures, the number of orthonormal function used are given by U5>, 5H =
�, �X from Equation ("-3).  
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FIGURE 4-15.    IDENTIFICATION STEP FROM I/O DATA GIVEN % REAL AND %′ ESTIMATED.   

 
 

 
FIGURE 4-16a.    THE IDENTIFICATION STEP FROM I/O DATA WHEN THE CONTROLLER CLASS 

DOES NOT BELONG TO THE CLASS OF THE IDEAL CONTROLLER (CLASSICAL IDENTIFICATION) 
AND RESULT WHEN A VOLTERRA-KAUTZ CONTROLLER CLASS IS CHOSEN (OBF 

IDENTIFICATION). 
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FIGURE 4-16b.    THE IDENTIFICATION STEP FROM I/O DATA WHEN THE CONTROLLER CLASS 

DOES NOT BELONG TO THE CLASS OF THE IDEAL CONTROLLER (CLASSICAL IDENTIFICATION) 
AND RESULT WHEN A VOLTERRA-KAUTZ CONTROLLER CLASS IS CHOSEN (OBF 

IDENTIFICATION). 

For better visualization and statistical comparison between the different models 

used, the Figure ("- 3) shows the distribution of estimation error of the %′ signal for both 

Volterra-OBF Laguerre and Volterra-OBF Kautz results earlier presented. It is possible to 

conclude that the distribution of the combined standard uncertainty tends towards a 

normal (or gaussian) with standard deviation of E.EHE>H for Volterra-Kautz and E.EH�H> for 

Volterra-Laguerre identification. 

 

FIGURE 4-17a.    ESTIMATION OF %  AND %′ USING OBF KAUTZ CLASS OF CONTROLLER. 
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FIGURE 4-17b.    ESTIMATION OF %  AND %′ USING OBF KAUTZ CLASS OF CONTROLLER. 
 

The following Tables summarizes the responses obtained from Volterra-

Laguerre and Volterra-Kautz functions as well their behavior with different noise 

levels. Every ITAE result and MSE value is calculated based on the estimated and 

real %′ and % data, respectively.  

TABLE 4-4. RESULTS OF VOLTERRA-LAGUERRE METHOD FOR EACH  
VALUE OF NOISE DISTURBANCE.  

Method Volterra-Laguerre Volterra-Kautz 
Best pole 0.001 0.1010 ± 0.00103 
MSE 3.8720:10kª 3.9054:10kª 

 
TABLE 4-5. RESULTS USING CLASSICAL VRFT TECHNIQUE AND QUANTITY OF NOISE 

DISTURBANCE /.  
Method ,(;. �) 
MSE 2.604:10k² 
Coefficients [��. �. �²]d ³−7.112x10k²

5.385x10k²
−3.203:10k²´ 

The following charts shows the closed-loop performance of the system for both 

Volterra-Laguerre and Volterra-Kautz (Figure "- 6) comparing to the desired performance 

given by the transfer function - and the result obtained with the classical VRFT procedure. 

From Figure ("- 6), it can be observed the misbehaviour of the classical VRFT 

approach facing OBF approach for controller identification. Although the exact desired 

performance haven’t been obtained, the results with OBF controller are closer than the 

classical VRFT. Figure ("- !) shows a time weighted absolute error between desired and 

real Closed-Loop performance when applying the Volterra-OBF controller using Laguerre 
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and then Kautz functions and, as a final point, Table ("-1) summarizes the responses 

between Laguerre and Kautz functions as well their behavior with different noise levels.  

 
FIGURE 4-18.    RESULT OF CLOSED-LOOP STEP FROM IO DATA WHEN THE CONTROLLER CLASS 
DOES NOT BELONG TO THE CLASS OF THE IDEAL CONTROLLER (CLASSICAL IDENTIFICATION) 

AND RESULT WHEN A VOLTERRA-OBF CONTROLLERS (OBF IDENTIFICATION).  

Every ITAE result and MSE value on both Figure ("- !) and Table ("-1) is 

calculated based on the reference transfer function -.  

 
FIGURE 4-19.    A TIME WEIGHTED ABSOLUTE ERROR BETWEEN REFERENCE AND REAL CLOSED-
LOOP OUTPUT ( WHEN USING LAGUERRE-VOLTERRA OBF CONTROLLER WHEN THE SYSTEM IS 

NOISE FREE.  
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TABLE 4-6. SUMMARY OF RESULTS OF VOLTERRA-KAUTZ, VOLTERRA-LAGUERRE FUNCTIONS 
AND CLASSICAL VRFT ,(;, �) CONTROLLER.  

Method Volterra-Laguerre Volterra- Kautz ,(;, �) 

ITAE* >�.�E:>EH �.�>E:>EH >�.HH:>EH 
After all simulations, it can be said that the closed-loop performance of the system 

when using both Volterra-Laguerre and Volterra-Kautz OBF control structures in VRFT 

technique, is successfully improved. That leads to several conclusions about the method 

presented in this study. Most of them are discussed as follows.  

4.5 Conclusion 

The objective proposed in this Chapter is to present a technique that generalizes 

the structure of the given controller via virtual reference method contributing to the 

development and applicability of the VRFT technique and identification method based on 

data for nonlinear systems. 

The mean square error of the controller identification step and consequently the 

ITAE criteria during closed-loop evaluation becomes smaller when Volterra-Kautz 

functions are applied comparing to Volterra-Laguerre system. This result becomes more 

significant the more noise signal is inserted in the system through the /(#) signal (find 

Table "-  to "-3).  

After all, it is possible to observe that the data-driven controller obtained by the 

virtual reference method (VRFT) with structure based on Volterra-OBF can adapt to the 

ideal controller with better efficiency than the classical approach, even when it comes 

about a CSTR reactor which is a known by its highly nonlinear behaviour. Thus, both 

Volterra-Laguerre and Volterra-Kautz models resulted in better results than the classical 

method to find the controller.  

Nevertheless, as also expected, the results with Volterra-Kautz functions were 

more accurate regarding ITAE results due better identification of the dynamics between ' 

and %′. Further details and results can be found in the Chapter #.  
In this context, as noted in Section "." and Chapter #, the controller 

parameterization in VRFT technique through the method of Volterra-Orthonormal basis 

functions proved to be efficient and served its purpose. The applicability of such method is 

great since the Volterra-OBF models are limited by a few general conditions that serves 
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for the majority of real cases. After all, the VRFT technique is improved and consequently 

its applicability and accuracy when applied in noisy and nonlinear systems.  
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5 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 

An alternative approach to the problem of sub-optimal controller tuning due weak 

choice of a class of structures in the VRFT technique is presented in this thesis. In this 

Chapter, first a summary of the technique presented is prepared. Finally, it discusses the 

conclusions, limitations and future research avenues when using Orthonormal Basis 

Functions to solve the problem. 

5.1 Conclusions 

This work outlined a new method to enhance accuracy of the Virtual Reference 

Feedback Tuning technique on identification step and provide better controller 

parameterization given a reference signal. In the beginning of Chapter # a briefly 

explanation about the OBF model is presented, the main objective was to highlight the 

main characteristics of such solution and better explain why it is a great answer for 

generalize the VRFT class of controllers and provide far better results in identification and 

closed-loop system.  

In the following Chapter, the discussion of the use of OBF on the VRFT technique 

is focussed on linear systems. A first simulation case based on the impulsive response of 

the plant delivered superior results than the classical approach by using both Kautz and 

Laguerre OBF in a noise-free and linear system. Furthermore, by using the direct 

approach, the application of the OBF is widespread for input signals other an impulse and 

under noisy systems. The results obtained presented good accuracy and the closed-loop 

response was much closer to the reference signal comparing to the fixed structure 

technique.  

With the purpose of strengthen understanding of the key concepts being studied, 

in Chapter " a nonlinear system is tested with an OBF controller constructed using both 

Volterra-Laguerre and Volterra-Kautz functions. At this time, a normal distributed signal 

with zero average was used to obtain the set of data from the plant in a more feasible and 

generalized way for practical applications. The main objective was to direct identify the 

controller parameters given the tracking error and the input signal from the initial data. At 

this time, each coefficient of the orthonormal functions is determined using the least 

square algorithm and the best pole is selected from a valid range by its MSE value during 
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identification step. The orthonormal filters and its coefficients are part of the Volterra kernel 

with a finite number of Equations chosen to identify the controller dynamics. This new 

technique is also applied in two cases. The first one intended to compare different number 

of filters in the Volterra kernel and the response of the Volterra-OBF controller under noise 

input. The second case is based on a chemical reactor plant whose nonlinearity is highly 

studied and known. In both cases, the developed Volterra-OBF controller succeeded on 

approximating with great accuracy the reference and real responses even with a small 

quantity of functions (four in the first case, "/1 in the second). Comparing the result to the 

classical VRFT approach, the ITAE value are more expressive and assures the efficiency 

of the method proposed on this thesis. 

After all, the results obtained show the efficiency on the use of the Orthonormal 

Basis Functions on linear systems and Volterra-Orthonormal Basis Functions on nonlinear 

systems to generalize de controller structure in the Virtual Reference Tuning technique 

where the mathematical foundations of both OBF and Volterra-OBF models have been 

discussed in the context of system identification. In sum, all these approaches through the 

simulation cases presented provided evidence to deeply evaluate and affirm the capability 

and applicability of the proposed tool for a wide class of dynamic systems whose controller 

is be tuned using the VRFT procedure.  

5.2 Limitations 

The method presented in this thesis has a few design limitations generally related 

to the use of Orthonormal Basis Functions to identify the controller. 

Although the Orthonormal Basis Filter (OBF) models have several characteristics 

that turn it into a very attractive tool for identifying controllers such as the consistence in 

parameters -  easily calculated using least squares algorithm - there are several issues 

that are not yet solved. One of these issues is that OBF is not able to provide a noise 

model which, in real cases where the VRFT technique is applied and the initial data has 

interference of noise data, the identification of the controller is accurate but the overall 

performance of the closed-loop system could be better.  
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5.3 Future Work 

In this Section, it is described a few avenues that could be explored in the next 

phases of this research.  

Some possibilities of future focus are to make the system automatically select the 

number of Laguerre and Kautz functions by adding the ability to automatically search for 

the best residual energy or identification MSE during identification step.  

Additional improvements will be to compare and evaluate the use of generalized 

functions such as Takenaka Malmquist even considering the complex determination of 

poles in this model as well widespread the fixed class of controllers in classical approach 

for linear systems. 

Furthermore, regarding plants and systems under noise, there is an opportunity of 

reducing the sensitiveness of the OBF-VRFT method proposed in this thesis to provide a 

better result on closed-loop system under noisy system. As one possible solution to 

address this problem (TUFA et al., #00!) proposed a two-stage method capable of 

providing a consistent OBF deterministic model and an explicit noise model for open-loop 

stable systems, which is the majority of cases when applying the VRFT technique to 

identify the controller.  
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